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Kreml Brings New Ideas to Trinity
Editor's Note: The following, two stories represent two reporter's impressions of Bill Kreml's January
26th visit to Trinity.
by Joanne Malzen
Presidential campaigns have for
years been marked by such empty
promises of lowered taxes and si-
multaneously increased services.
Yet disappointments are rampant
and high hopes usually fade into
a nebulous cloud of disillusion-
ment. Presidential candidate Bill
Kreml gave his explanations last
week during his visit to Trinity,
mainly that the disappointments
result from an institutional struc-
ture of the national government
that is simply "too cumbersome,
too fragmented, and too isolated
in terms of centers of power.. .The
institutions as they are do not
work."
Although he is not serious about
being president, Kreml, a political
scientist from the University of
South Carolina, is running a very
serious campaign-an educational
campaign aimed at Constitutional
reform. In accordance with the
recommendations of Thomas Jef-
ferson, said Kreml, each genera-
tion has "not just the right, but
the obligation" to reexamine the
Constitution.
Kreml swept through Hartford
last Thursday speaking with the
press and with Trinity students
throughout the day. ' 'We have the
most fragmented government in
• the Western world. We need to
tune it up, modernize it. Our gov-
continued on page 3
r FEATUREFOCUS
Hartmann Sets New Policy
by Gregory O. Davis
Features Editor
Last Semester President English
reviewed Projects I, II and III and
combined them into a synthesis
titled "Trinity in the 1980s."
lianas \ Mailman has been
charged with setting policy for the
implementation of Project III.
Project III was the report deal-
ing with Trinity's involvement
with the Hartford community. It's
basic goal is to achieve a closer
relationship between Trinity and
the Hartford Community so that
both can utilize each other's re-
sources. Hartman has been
charged with the responsibility for
facilitating such a relationship.
According to Hartman there are
three aspects of Trinity to. which
he would like to apply himself:
faculty, students, and Trinity as
an institution. Hartman considers
himself a broker between the fac-
ulty and institutions beyond the
campus. He alerts the faculty to
outside positions that may be sat-
isfying to both parties. He be-
lieves that the faculty does not
want to work in positions in which
they will not be appreciated and
in situations which will not be a
beneficial experience. Hartman
behe\es thai man> fine oppouun-
ities are available and must be lo-
cated, Hartman brings I he right
people together.
To improve student interaction
with the Hartford community
Hartman wants to find those stu-
dents who are outgoing; those who
are "brilliant and energetic." By
identifying those students at Trin-
ity who are "go-getters" and de-
termining if these students share a
common denominator in their ad-
mission applications. If these
qualities can be qualified then a
significant number of new appli-
cants can be selected on the basis
of these characteristics.
As for Trinity as an institution
Hartman wishes to establish the
college as a neutral site on which
community issues can be dis-
cussed. Last December Hartman
organized a conference on hous-
ing in Hartford. The issue is not
one of great concern to Trinity
continued on page 3
Michael Harrington emphasizes a point during Thursday night's lec-
ture.
•Harrington Discusses Crises Found
In Both Capitalism and Socialism.
by Ellen Garrity
Staff Writer
•
Michael Harrington, co-chair-
person of the Democratic Socialist
Association, visited Trinity last
Thursday. In the afternoon he
took part in a panel discussion on
"Euro-Missiles" with Trinity pro-
fessors Miller Brown and Samuel
Kassow in the Faculty Club. That
evening he spoke on ' 'The Future
of Socialism" in a filled Washing-
ton Room.
Norman Miller, professor of
sociology introduced Michael
Harrington's lecture on "The Fu-
ture of Socialism" by noting that
his visit was sponsored by several
diverse academic departments at
Trinity. He concluded his intro-
duction by wondering "if things
can become ecumenical, perhaps
socialism isn't far behind."
Harrington opened his lecture
with "The socialist movement is
in trouble...The crisis of socialism
is a function of the crisis of capi-
talism... and capitalism is in its
greatest crisis...." since fifty years
ago. He also said that the outlook-
presented by President Reagan in
his State of the Union address was
much better than it actually is.
Throughout his speech he
quoted Karl Marx, Friedrich En-
gels, and other economist/philos-
ophers of the 19th century.
Harrington spoke first of the
crisis in capitalism. Capitalism's
crisis, he said, results from an
"intersection of three major
structural shifts": labor, the mul-
tinationalization of corporate
capital, and the technological rev-
olution.
He proceeded to criticize Re-
agan and Reaganomics. Reagan,
according to Harrington, "re-
shaped the supply side of the
United States economy" until
production means failed. Reagon-
omics is "social cuts based on a
totally erroneous evaluation of the
United States" :giving too much
money to the poor, blacks, and
Hispanics. Reagan assumed that
it was the spending that was caus-
ing trie-economic crisis when it was
actually the other way around.
"It's not the entitlement program
that's out of control, but it's the
spending," accused Harrington.
Speaking about an economic
crisis in the future, Harrington
continued to criticize Reagan:
"The question is not whether there
will be another economic crisis but
when. I hope it happens before
the next election. How can Re-
agan be re-elected on an economy
built of sand?"
continued on page 3
Computers for Sale
Presidential candidate Bill Kreml speaks to Political Science students during his Thursday visit to Trinity.
photo by Scott Poole
by Cynthia Bryant
Contributing Editor
The Business Office announced
this week that it has contracted
with the Digital Equipment.Cor-
poration (DEC) to make thier new
Rainbow 100 Personal Computer
available to Trinity faculty, staff,,
and students at a 70% educational
discount. College Comptroller
Marcia Phelan explained that, be-
cause DEC came into the personal
computer market very late com-
pared to Apple and IBM, they are
using the educational approach to
build a market share. Their phi-
losophy is that familiarizing col-
lege students and personnel to the
new Rainbow 100 will generate a
future demand and future sales.
The Rainbow 100 Personal
Computer is a complete unit with
256K memory, twin disk drives,
MBASIC language for program-
ming, and a 12" black and white
monitor. The computer runs on
two different operating systems,
CP/M and MS-DOS, both in-
cluded. Also available at smaller
discounts are a DEC dot-matrix
printer and three different types
of word-processing software to
complete the package. The total
price for computer, printer and
software plus applicable Connect-
continued on page 3 . .
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Calendar—
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY
The Trinity College Republican
Club will hold a very important
meeting at 7:30 p.m.in Wean
Lounge, Mather Campus Center.
All members and those who wish
to become members are encour-
aged to attend.
Dr. Yosef Ben-Jochannan, Af-
rican anthropologist, author, and
. educator will speak on "African
and Caribbean Socio-history and
Political Developments"at 7:30
p.m. in McCook Auditorium.
Sponsored by TCB.
Connecticut student poets read-
ing their works, 8:00 p.m. Ham-
lin.
The Honorable Thirman Mil-
ner, Major of Hartford, will lee-,
ture on "Trinity and Community
Involvement" in the Life Sciences
Center at 7:30 p.m. Reception fol-
lowing.
Professor Elizabeth Minnich of
the Union for Experimenting Col-
leges and Universities will hold a
lecture on "Equity and Excellence,
in.the Curriculum : A Feminist
Invitation to Change" in the
Mather Campus Center, 8 p.m.
Movie:"Shroud of Turin" 7:30
p.m., McCook Auditorium. Dr.
Cherbonnier to answer questions
after, Sponsored by Trinity Chris-
tian Fellowship,
The Dance Collective of Boston
will perform works in their Con-
necticut debut. 8 p.m., Austin
Arts Center!
THURSDAY SATURDAY
Biology Seminar. "Ecology of
Deep Offshore Seaweeds in Mas-
sachusetts" by Professor James
Sears of Southeastern Mass. Uni-
versity.4 p.m., Life Sciences Cen-
ter, Room 134.Refreshments will
be served at 3:30.
Lecture: "The Concept of the
English Garden" by Professors
Donna Huse and James Sears of
Southeastern Mass. University. 8
p.m. in McCook Auditorium.
Sponsored by the Biology Depart-
ment and the Medieval Renais-
sance Studies Program.
Si vous voulez parler francais
. venez diner a la table francaise
tous les jeudis a 18h a Mather Hall
a gauche pres de l'entree nord.
Rape Workshop for Men. 7:30
p.m.in the Faculty Club. All men
are welcome. Sponsored by the
Women's Center and the Inter-
Fraternity Council.
Eugene Chadbourne/1984
Winter Alien Rock Dance Party.
With Shockability. 8:30 p.m.,
Hamlin Hall.Admission $5 at
door, $3 with Trinity ID.
B.Y.O.B. Call 522-9229. Spon-
sored by WRTC-FM.
MONDAY
Lecture: "Justice and Compar-
ative Advantage", by Profesor
Peter Skagestad. 70 Vernon St., 4
p.m.
Dr. Christopher Flood of the
Dept. of Linguistic and Interna-
tional Studiesat the University of
Surrey, Eng. will be available in
the Committee Room between 3
and 5 p.m. to talk to students
about two graduate programs:
MA in European Area Studies and
MA in Translation Studies.
ClNESTCIDIO
Tonight
Don't Look Back 7:30
Cast: Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, Donovan. A film about Bob Dylan and
his 1965 solo tour of England. Behind the scenes, encounters with.press
and public, the filmmaker shows what it was like to be a pop music
celebrity in the 1960's. 96 min.
Dance Craze 9:20 Hartford premiere
Cast: The Selecter, The Beat, The Specials, Bad Manners, The Body
Snatchers. Exciting non-stop music trip through England's rediscovery
of "ska," the forerunner of reggae. The new music mixes ska, reggae,
rhythm and blues, jazz, bop, punk, funk, and more. 990 min.
Wednesday-Saturday
Richard Pryor Here and Now (R) 7:30
Written and directed by Richard Pryor. He's back again, as inventive
and funny as ever. He discusses, among other things, a live crab, a
drunk's night out and his own visit to the White House for a screening
of 'Superman II.' 94 min.
Das Boot (R) 9:20
Cast: Jurgen Prochnow, Herbert Gronenmeyer. Gripping film about the
crew of young German sailors who manned a U-boat on patrol in the
North Atlantic as it attacked British navy ships during World War II.
Sunday-Tuesday
The Flight of (he Eagle, 7:30
Directed, photographed and edited byJan Troell. Cast: Max Von Sydow
Goran Stangertz.Sverre Anker Ousal. Based on a novel about the actua
events, this extraordinary film dramatizes the attempt in 1897 by three
Swedes to fly over the North Pole in a hydrogen-filled balloon. There is
beautiful panoramic photography, but also much intimate detail on the
lives of the men, on their backgraounds and the Victorian period society
A major film with fine actors. It was the Swedish nominee for the Oscai
for Best Foreign Language film of the Year. A Hartford Premiere. 141
min. . •
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Announcements-
All Students: Please complete and
return the Athletic Assessment
Survey to your R.A. by this Fri-
I day, Feb. 3rd. Thank you - Robin
| Sheppard.
All faculty, Administration and
Staff: This is a reminder to com-
plete and return the Athletic As-
sessment Survey to Robin
Sheppard - Ferris Center.
. There are still many on-campus
job openings posted on the Finan-
cial Aid Office bulletin board. If
you're still looking for a job or
. rriore work hours, stop by.
Off-campus jobs.
Hartford Neighborhood Centers-
Male Group Leader.
Ct State Dept. of Personnel -
Exam Reviewer.
Small Business Administration -
Clerical Assistant.'
State of CT Day Care - Research
Assistant. ,
YMCA - Lobby Aide, Tutors.
Big Brothers and Big Sisters -
Clerical Assistant .
San • Juan Centers - Counselor
Aides.
Trinity Papers Deadline extended
to Friday, Feb. 3rd, Submit term
papers, essays, scientific research.
There is no minimum length.
Published authors receive recog-
nition on Honors Day. The selec-
tion is anonymous. Send papers
to Box 1396.
Trinity's student run literary
madazine, The Review encourages
all members of the Trinity com-
munity to attend its first meeting.
The Review publishes student po-
etry, fiction, and artwork and it
needs your support. Come see
what its all about on Monday,
Feb. 6 at 7 p.m. in the Tripod/
Review office in Jackson Base-
ment.All Classes are welcome .
Trinity Christian Fellowship
will meet Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.
in Alumni Lounge. Refreshments
served, all are welcome.
Help Needed. Anyone interested
in working on this year's Ear-
thweekend should be at an orga-
nizational meeting on Thursday,
Feb.2, at 8 p.m. in McCook 31L-
For more information please call
ConnPIRG at 247-2735 or drop a
note in box 6000.
Attention all student organiza-
tional presidents and chairper-
sons. The deadline for filing of
Recognition Applications under
the newly adopted regulations is
Feb. 15, 1984. If you have any
questions concerns or problems,
please see Wayne Gorlick-
Asmus. Special office hours in
Student Activities Office, second
floor of Mather Hall, 2-4 p.m..
Monday through Friday until Feb.
18th.
Job Opening Internship Office, 8-
10 hours per week; $3.50 per hour.
Typing, general clerical work. In-
ternship Assitant will train person
to operate the word processor. Job
will continue through Fall 1984.
Contact Betty Anne Cox, Intern-
ship Coordinator, Seabury 42-A,
ext. 419.
Foreign Study
All students interested in
spending one or both semesters
next year in Trinity's program in
Cordoba Spain are cordially in-
vited to an informational meeting
on Wednesday, Feb. 1 at 3:30 in
the language lounge, Seabury 42E.
Students who have previously at-
tended the program will: provide
up to date information and an-
swer questions. Refreshments will
be served. .., ,. :
The Shanghai Chinese Lan-
guage Programs sponsored by the
Foundation for American-Chinese
Cultural Exchanges, will be of-
fered again at East China Normal
University and Jiao long Univer-
sity. The two week summer pro-
grams are Language and Culture
and Law, Trade and Language.
The application deadline is March
1, 1984. Enrollment is limited. Fi-
nancial aid is available. For fur-
ther information contact the
program director at 212-678-3943
or write FACCE, Box 227, 525
West 120 St. NYC, 10027.
FACCE is a non-profit educa-
tional organization with offices at
Columbia University .
Trinity's chapter of Amnesty
International is holding an Urgent
Action letter-writing campaign on
Thursday, February 2, during
lunch and dinner in Mather lobby.
The TRINITY TRIPOD
seeks interested students
to fill the position of
Arts /EM tertainmen I
Editor
Career Counseling
Salomon Brothers - investment
bank in NYC has extended its
deadline for applications to its
financila analyst program to Feb-
ruary 15. Interviews will be held
later in February in New Haven
for those selected. For further in-
formation about this position or
this organization,1 see Career
Counseling.
The Financial Women's Associa-
tion of New York has, invited
• Trinity to noiminate. qualified
juniors for summer internships in
finance in New York. City. For
further information, see Mrs.
Bryant in Career Counseling.
Aetna Life and Casualty in Hart-
ford is organizing its 1984 Sum-
mer Internship Program for
current sophomores and juniors.
While the specific internship pro-
grams have not been determined
yet, Aetna is collecting, resumes
and will interview potential can-
didates here at Trinity. Contact
Career Counseling imediately for
more information. Deadline: Feb.
13.
The TRINITY TRIPOD
Vol. LXXXII, Issue 15
January 31, 1984
The TRINITY TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tues-
day, except vacations, during
the academic year. Student
subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee;
other subscriptions are
$15.00 per year. The TRINI-
TY TRIPOD is printed by
Imprint, Inc., West Hart-
ford, CT. and published at
Trinity College, Hartford,
CT. Advertising rates are
$3.00 per column inch,
$30.00 per eighth page and
$55.00 per quarter page.
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Candidate Runs for Reform
continued from page 1
ernment is the least capable of
forming comprehensive policy,"
Kreml asserted.
The last twenty years have been
in problems ranging from the de-
clining quality of public education
to the deteriorating infrastruc-
ture, from the dwindling social se-
curity system to the $200 billion
federal deficit. Yet our govern-
mental institutions as they stand,
according to Kreml, are ill-suited
for dealing with them effectively.
Kreml is concentrating his cam-
paign in the New England area-
an area he sees as dotted with col-
leges and universities and inhab-
ited by an intelligent and .literate
population. It is these people he
hopes to attract, to start them
questioning the traditional gov-
ernmental structure, and to set a
mood for reform. There is noth-
ing quite like a presidential cam-
paign to initiate such
conversation.
Despite Kreml's efforts, Secre-
tary of State Julia Tasjhian re-
frained Friday from including
Kreml on the ballot for the Con-
necticut primary March 27.
Nevertheless, he did receive his
sought after exposure last week in
Hartford. Kreml is on the Maine
and New Hampshire ballots.
Commenting on President Re-
agan's recent State of the Union
address, Kreml applauded the
President's recognition of the need
for constitutional reform. Reagan
recommended Wednesday eve-
ning a constitutional amendment
requiring a balanced budget, and
another providing for an item-line
veto. Kreml, however, disagreeing
with the substance of the recom-
mendations, particularly noted
that the latter suggestion would
weaken Congress and make it even
more irresponsible.
Kreml views the current struc-
ture of government as too decen-
tralized and incapable of forming
cohesive policy in response to to-
day's problems. He has his own
suggestions for constitutional re-
form.
First, Kreml has suggested a
constitutional amendment which
would double the term of office
in the House of Representatives to
four years concurrent with the
president's term. This simple re-
form, he asserted, would alleviate
the need for representatives to
campaign every other year, and
would add contintuity to the sys-
tem. "By the summer of the odd
year 1983 there was no intent
within the large bodies of Con-
gress to resolve the federal defi-
cit" and "no incentive to do
something with courage." The
amendment would provide repre-
sentatives with three years free of
the consuming worries of reelec-
tion.
Attorneys Russel Post and Clif-
ton Leonhardt, both former Con-
necticut state senators, acted as
presidential examiners at Kreml's
political forum Thursday evening,
and in rare agreement, expressed
concern about the effect of the
proposal on the responsiveness of
the lower house to its constitu-
ents.
Kreml also advocated a change
in Article 1 Section 6 of the Con-
continued on page 5
Deal Enables Students
To Purchase Units.
continued from page 1
icut state sales tax is approxi-
mately $2450. The retail value of
this package is over $6000.
Ms. Phelan reports that about
30 faculty members have already
taken advantage of the discount.
Professor James West, who was
picking up his computer on Fri-
day, spoke for the faculty, saying
they are very excited about the op-
portunity.
At the present time, the College
has over 50 Rainbows in stock.
Students interested in purchasing
a Personal Computer or in getting
further information should con-
tact Marcia Phelan in.the Business
Office. Those who need advice in
choosing a word processing soft-
ware package can get advice from
Joan Roberts in the Engineering
Office in Hallden. She has been
testing and comparing the three
packages to find out the advan-
tages of each.
Orders for personal computers
must be received before February
29th and a $200 non-refundable
deposit must be enclosed. Deliv-
ery can be taken upon availability
between now and June. A total of
500 Rainbows are available at this
discount.
Involvement with Community Sought
continued from page 1
but the college opened its doors to
the community as a "peaceful
site."
Hartman is establishing Trini-
ty's policies that deal with the
community. He is planning many
activities to facilitate his goals. He
is working on an internship pro-
gram with the City Council. He is
working on a day care project that
could be utilized by the Hartford
community as well as Trinity per-
Harrington Believes in Socialism
Harrington also criticized mo-
netarism and militarism. Mone-
tarism increases the rate of
inflation and takes away workers'
jobs just to lower the inflation
rate. Militarism has the potential
of blowing up the world. He is
against it "even if it would create
full employment." It is the worst
type of government spending. It
Phone
247-O234
AMERICAN
^CANCER
SOCIETY®
creates jobs for those already with
jobs:i.e., scientists, engineers, and
doctors.
Harrington stated that one of
the functions of a capitalist soci-"
ety in a recession is to prepare the
economy for a recovery. "We are
'now seeing a recovery based on
lower wages...A high consump-
tion economy is a high wage econ-
omy. Remember, cheap labor
means cheap consumers," he
warned.
Harrington also spoke of the
crisis in socialism, saying that he
did "not like romances from the
right anymore than I like rom-
ances from the left."
In. criticizing socialism, Har-
rington said that "it social-
izes...but does so under private
enterprise.The genius of social
productivity becomes a curse. It
creates involuntary leisure [un-
employment]."
He told of French Prime Min-
ister Francois Mitterand's success
with socialism in his country;
"You cannot have a democratic
socialist renaissance in just one
country...but Mitterand
has...carried through the greatest
decent thing in France since Na-
poleon. He has done something
[decent] in a radical way." Har-
rington cited the five weeks of va-
cation which the French now have
as part of Mitterand's success with
socialism.
Speaking in practical terms, he
said that full employment is "im-
possible if we insist on working 40
hours a week." This statement re-
ceived applause from one member
of the Washington Room's audi-
ence.
"When I talk about socialism I
am talking about changing the ba-.
sis of society," said Harrington.
One of his suggestions was the
substitution of the GNP with a
QNP — Qualitative Net Product.
The QNP, according to Harring-
ton, would be the difference be-
tween the Gross National Product
and the Gross National Waste.
This evaluation would present a
more accurate portrait of the
American economy.
His conclusion left the audience
with something to think about:
"It's time for the US to grow
up...We are the only advanced
nation without a socialist move-
ment... How long can we be a so-
ciety with a right wing and a center •
wing without a left wing?"
sonnel.
What Hartman seeks is a time
when Trinity and Hartford will be
synonomous. A time when Trini-
ty's campus will extend beyond the
gates into Hartford.
Outward Bound"
The course that never ends
Krister Stendahl, former dean of the Harvard Divinity School will
speak at Vespers on February 4th, in the Chapel.
Stendahl Highlights Vespers
Krister Stendahl, a former Dean
of the Harvard Divinity school,
will speak at Vespers at 4:30 p.m.
on February 4th in the Chapel.
An internationally known Bib-
lilcal scholar, Stendahl is the au-
thor of The School of Saint
Matthew uncl its Use oj the Old
Testament, The Bible and the Role
of Women,Holy Week, and Paul
Among Jews and Gentiles. He is
editor and co-author of The
Scrolls and the New Testament.
He has had essays and articles in
Swedish, German, and American
journals and encyclopedias.
Stendahl was born in Stock-
holm, Sweden, in 1921. He re-
ceived his Th.D. from Uppsala
University in 1954. He studied in
Cambridge, England, and in
Paris. He was the recipient of a
Guggenheim fellowship in 1951
and 1974.
He has often been associated
with the improvement of Jewish-
Christian relations through his
publications.
Vespers is a traditional evening
ecumenical prayer service. Music
will be provided by the Trinity
Chapel Singers under the direc-
tion of John Rose.
Lectures and Events for
Medieval Festival Announced
HARTFORD, Ct.-A talk on
"English Gardens" will open the
semester-long panoramic Medie-
val Festival at Trinity College.
Comprised of several, elements,
including a lecture series, per-
formances and banquets, and
symposium on medieval drama,
the festival will culminate in a gala
outdoor celebration on May 5.
The lecture series, which is
sponsored by the Trinity Medieval
and Renaissance Study Commit-
tee and is open to the public, be-
gins February 2 with the
presentation on "English Gar-
dens" by Professors Donna Huse
and James Sears of Southeastern
Massachusetts University. The
talk will take place at 8 p.m. in
McCook Auditorium at Trinity.
On March 7, Milla Riggio, asso-
ciate professor of English,at Trin-
ity College, will speak at 4 p.m.
in the Faculty Club of Hamlin
Hall on: "When Being Merry Is
A Sin: Editing, Staging and
Studying Wisdom," The series
continues April 9 with a lecture/
demonstration on "Early Tudor
Masque Dancing" at 4 p.m. in the
Washington Room, Mather Cam-
pus Center by Professor Jill Beck,
City College of New York. On
April 18, Robert Palter, Charles
A. Dana Professor of the History
of Science at Trinity, will speak
on "The Question of Medieval
Science" .at 4 p.m. in Alumni
Lounge of Mather Campus Cen-
ter. • . ••
The performances and ban-
quets segment of the festival be-
gins March 13,. when the New Vic
Theat re of London presents its
adaptation of Canterbury Tales in
the guise of the "annual Geoffrey
Chaucer Storytelling Competi-
tion," telling "Tales of love, lust
and of laughter." A J.L. Good-
win Memorial Production, the
performance will" be given at 8
p.m. in the Goodwin Theatre of
Austin Arts Center at Trinity;
tickets are $8.00. At 7 p.m. on
Thursday, April 12 through Sat-
urday, April 14, "Wisdom and the
Coronation of Henry VII," a late
morality play, will be offered by
the English and Theatre/Dance
departments at Trinity as a ban-
quet interlude in Hamlin Hall fol-
lowing an honorary "coronation",
ceremony in the chapel. Spectacle,
good music, and a sense of being
transported back through time will
. characterize these events. Seating
is extremely limited, so those in-
terested in attending should place
reservations early. Tickets for the
banquet and performance are $ 15.
With the.support of the Con-
necticut Humanities Council and
Hewlett-Mellon funds, the festival
will sponsor a Wisdom Sympos-
ium, which will bringanumberof
distinguished scholars on medie-
val drama to the Trinity campus.
They include: David Bevirigton,
the University of Chicago; Don-
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Historian To Lecture At Trinity
Yoscf Ben-Jochannan is scheduled to speak at Trinity tonight at 7:30 in
McCook auditorium.
Mon Dieu Back at Trinity
Doctor Yosef Ben-Jochannan,
African, annthropologist, author,
and educator will speak on "Af-
rican and Caridbbeaan Socio-his-
tory and Politic Developments"
at 7:30 p.m. on January 31 in
McCook auditorium. This event is
sponsored by the Trinity Coali-
tion of Blacks and is free to the
public. A reception will follow at
the Umoja House Cultural Center
at 110-112 Vernon Street.
Ben-Jochannan, now teaching
at three New York area colleges,
has lectured extensively on Afri-
can history and social cultural his-
tory and served as senior cultural
anthropologist and specialist on
East Africa for UNESCO. He has
also advised the ambassador from
Zanzibar in African history and
related affairs.
His most recentpublications in-
• elude Black Man of the Nile.
Other works include authorship of
a seven-volume history of Africa,
and Africa: Mother of "Western
Civilization." He is also co-au-
thor of some five other works on
African, Caribbean, and African/
American cultural history. Most
recently Ben Jochannan helped
found the Black Studies program
at Shaw University in Raleigh,
North Carolina.
Dr. Ben-Jochannan's lecture is
part of TCB's Black History
Month lecture series for more in-
formation call 527-3151, ext. 217.
Coffeehouse Comes to ZIon St
by Dale Sindell
"Thinking back over the com-
ments of people I've met who have
studied overseas, this seems to be
typical - the first month after re-
turning home was hell. 1 was de-
pressed and didn't feel at home
anymore. For a long time, I didn't
want to Let go of the new life I
had learned,"
This individual's comment
highlights the difficult readjust-
;ment experience called "re-entry,
shock" or "reverse culture shock".
presently being examined by the
office of Foreign Study Advising
at Trinity College.
Re-entry shock is a cross-cul-
tural phenomena that often re-
sults when individuals who have
lived in other cultures attempt to
reestablish themselves in their own
culture. Feelings of anger, diso-
rientation, irritation, and frustra-
tion result when the individual's
initial excitement of being, home
gives way to the process of rea-
daptation. Individuals who have
been away from their home cul-
tures for a significant period of
time often are surprised to find
themselves "strangers" to their
own cultures; they find their
"natural" way of behaving and
reacting is in conflict with that of
their friends, family and associ-
ates. Changes in environment and
social relationships that occured
during the individual's absence are
viewed as threats, which make the
individual feel undomfortably
out-of-touch. Trinity students
who have studied abroad may ex-
perience some of those feelings,
but they can be part of a positive,
growing experience in the long
run.
This semester, these feelings will
be addressed by a Study Abroad
Re-Orientation Seminar, one of
the newest ways the Foreign Study
Advising Office of Trinity College
hopes to accomodate students'
needs related to the study abroad
experience. The office, while dra-
matically understaffed, (Dean
Robbins Winslow who is required
to give 20% of his time as Direc-
tor ot Foreign Study and 80% as
Director of Administrative Data
Systems, is assisted by Mrs. Dee
Noonan (who is also Secretary to
Vice President Srnith), Adrienne
Lotoski, as Student Assistant, and
Dale Sindell, as Student Intern)
must service the growing number
of Trinity students who choose to
study in c)(th.er,ccjjin(,ncs.each. Year.,
In fact1, in an analysis of selected
New England colleges and uni-
versities, Trinity College ranked
second only to Middlebury for
1982-83 in numbers of students
abroad, Some 33,8% of the Jun-
ior Class is abroad this year, and
the numbers appear to be grow-
ing.
Why foreign study? What
makes study abroad such an im-
. portant and attractive option at
Trinity College and other select
colleges like Middlebury, Wil-
liams, Tufts, Mt. Holyoke, and
Smith? According to Winslow,
foeign study is both "different
and worthwhile" for the individ-
ual student and the community as
a whole. Students who have lived
abroad and experienced different
cultures bring back an exciting
flavor to the campus. Upon their
return these students use thier new
skills and outlooks through on-
campus projects, internships, and
related academic work. They re-
turn to their political science, art,
and language courses better
equipped and more interested than
before. With a new perspective on
life and new personal insights,
these students are more mature in-
dividuals, who are a definite asset
to the college.
Some unsubstantiated com-
plaints have been heard regarding
tuition losses. Winslow. believes
that with the foreign study option,
students who may otherwise
transfer or drop out for reasons
of boredom, "too much the same-
ness" or others, find a "positive
. release" by going abroad and later
returning to Trinity more con-
tented.
- Winslow also advises that study
abroad is not for everyone. He
will discourage a student if he be-
lieves that reasons for going are
"too negative" or if thje student's
motivation is misdirected. As Di-
rector, Winslow maintains the in-
tegrity of Trinity's academic
reputation by encouraging strong
academic programs abroad and by
carefully considering which will be
approved for transfer of credit.
The Study Abroad Re-Orienta-
by Kale Meyer
If the Cave's abysmal offerings
and the thought of pizza one more
night threatens to raise the grease-
level in your blood dangerously
high, then you may need a change
in your snack-time diet. If insti-
tutional, settings and mass meals
render you xenophobic, then you
should escape to a more restful
eating atmosphere. There is a ha-
ven, the Art and Leisure Coffee-
house, on Zion Street (next to the
College View Cafe) that caters to
these needs.
To begin with, the atmosphere
is very comforatable. With soft
lights and cushioned benches, it is
small enough to afford a cozy ef-
fect that makes you feel as though
you're in a coffeehouse some-
where in Greenwich Village. There
is also entertainment at night;
pleasant bluegrass and jazz piano,
both live, depending on the night;
or recordings of classical and ex-
otic musics.
The food is generally light.
Meant as a snack "after the
show", the heaviest items on the
menu are pizza and ham and
cheese croissants; although they
do serve stew and soup specials.
Ask the owner for daily specials.
The mainstay of the menu offers
havcTeceriny're
lowed in (he spn'ng by an orien-
tation "culture shock" seminar,
for students who plan to go
abroad in the fall. The Intercul-
tural Studies Department and the
Counseling Office have show in-
terest and support'for the Foreign
Study Office programs.
mulled ciders and rich Italian cof-
fees. Along with these are crois-
sants, pasteries, ice cream
delights, fresh fruits and yogurts,
among other things. All are very
good and garnished attractively
with fruit slices. The prices are
pretty reasonable, by city stand-
ards. Desserts and croissants are
in the one and a half to two and
a half dollar range. Hot drinks,
like cider are a dollar twenty five
for a generous pint-size mug
served with a slice of orange and
a stick of cinnnamon. However,
it is the breakfast special that is
the best deal. For a dollar fifty,
you get two effs, juice, coffee and
Portugese cornbread toast (very
wholesome). You can have all thje
same plus bacon or sausage for
two twenty five. To read during
thje meal are the N.Y. Times and
Hartford Courant which are both
on sale every Sunday.
The service at Arts and Leisure
is quick, but not rushed and the
proprieters are very friendly;
enough to make you feel you're in
someone's home and not a restau-
rant. •
One of the advantages of this
new coffeehouse is that it's a
stone's throw from the Quad. Its
greatest asset, though, is that it's
open late at night, unlike it's
neighboring Timothy's, which ca-
ters mainly to the lunchtime
crowd. Arts and Leisure's hours
are Tuesday, 8:00am-11:30am;
Wednesday & Thursday 8:00am-
ll:'30am, 9:3Opm-midnight; Fri-
day, 8;Q0am-l 1:30am, 9:30pm-
9:00am-2:00pm, 6:00pm-niid-
night; Closed Monday.
For a really nice change of pace
from the Trinity Cave and a place
to fill the gap of late-night offer-
ings in" the campus radius, then
stop by the Arts and Leisure Cof-
feehouse - 211 Zion St.
Medieval Festival Program Outlined
continued from page 3
aid C. Beker, the University of
Colorado at Boulder; Gail
MacMurray Gibson, Davidson
College; Alexander Johnston, the
University of Toronto; and David
Parry, Cambridge University. The
morning session of the sympos-
ium begins at 9:30 in the Goodwin
Theatre of Austin Arts Center',
and the afternoon session at 2:30
in Hamlin Hall. Both sessions are
open to the public. A light break-
fast and medieval luncheon may
be purchased for $10; early reser-
vations are encouraged.
The festival's climax, an out -
door gala on the quadrangle at
Trinity, will take place from noon
to 5 p.m. on Saturday, May 5.
The public is invited to attend all
of the events of the day, free of
charge. "Wisdom" and other me-
dieval plays will be; presented;
there will be maypole and morris
dancing and concerts of instru-
mental and vocal medieval music.
There will also be a crafts fair,
food and drink, jugglers and ac-
robats, fencing and games. Sun-
day, May 6, is the rain date for
the gala events. '
On the evening of May 5, the
Trinity College Concert Choir will
offer a concert of music based on
medieval and renaissance texts at
8:15 p.m. in Hamlin Hall. Gen-
eral admission is $4.00. Closing
the Festival on Sunday, May 6, in
Trinity's Gothic Chapel, will be a
celebration of the Eucharist with
full medieval ceremonial, at 4:30
p.m.
WORD PROCESSING
Resumes, multiple letters, papers, reports,
graphs, etc. Pick up and delivery available. Call
innovative Support Services 721-1828
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Will KremI Follow in Carter's Footstep's?
by Jay Gangi
In October of 1975 a soft-spo-
ken Georgian, who introduced
himself as the next president of
the United States spoke to a group
of Trinity students and faculty at
a breakfast rountable discussion.
Many there were skeptical, some
laughed, but a year later Jimmy
Carter became our 39th President.
This past Thursday, William
KremI, a professor of political sci-
ence at the University of South
Carolina, brought his own presi-
dential campaign to Trinity.
Unlike Jimmy Carter back in
1975, Mr. KremI does not expect
to become President, nor does he
consider himself a dark horse in
this year's race. He is running
what he calls a "hybrid" cam-
paign to publicize structural
changes that he considers are nec-
essary in our government. It is also
Mr. Kreml's intention to address
the issues at a higher depth of un-
derstanding than is being done by
others in their campaigning for the
presidency.
According to Mr. KremI, gov-
ernment has become cumbersome
and fragmented and has thus lost
its effectiveness in solving prob-
lems. Speaking at a _ breakfast
roundtable discussion sponsored
by the Politics and Oral Commu-
nications Club with assistance
from the Political Science Depart-
ment, Mr. KremI discussed his
plan for improving our govern-
ment's performance.
The first change that Mr. KremI
advocates is extending the term for
members of the House of Repre-
sentatives from two to four years.
This is so those elected officials
can spend less time fundraising
and campaigning for re-election
and more time representing their
constituents. It will also allow
more members of the House to be
more "bold" in their decision
making so that major issues such
as our increasing deficit, declining
educational system, and polluted
environment will not be passed
over. The longer term should also
be concurrent with the term of the
President so there will be a greater
cohesiveness between the execu-
tive and legislative branches in de-
veloping comprehensive policies.
Creating a stronger linkage be-
tween the executive and the legis-
lative is the reason behind Mr.
Kreml's second recommendation -
- to allow the President to choose
cabinet members from Congress.
Mr. KremI does not, however, in-
tend this as a "mimic" of the
British Parliamentary system. He
feels it will strengthen our govern-
ment without affecting the "sep-
aration of power" philosophy that
the founding fathers of this coun-
try prescribed.
Mr. KremI, who also spoke to
Professor Clyde McKee's Ameri-
can National Government classes
and later that evening at a politi-
cal forum in McCook Auditorium
, is a staunch defender of Thomas
Jefferson's advice to periodically
review and modify the constitu-
tion to meet the needs of an ex-
panding America. He does not,
however, favor a constitutional
convention that would make dras-
tic reforms in the Constitution.
Mr. KremI believes that his two
"minimal" proposals will make
for more specific legislation that
will actually reduce the size of
government while at the same time
making the bureaucracy more ac-
tive. Thus, a smaller government
will work better because "when
everyone is in charge, no one is in
charge."
Mr. KremI has managed to
make the ballots of the demo-
cratic primaries in Maine and New
Hampshire. Just recently, though,
he was denied a spot on the ballot
for Connecticut's democratic pri-
mary. It is unlikely, however, that
he will give up the ship. With the
support of men like former secre-
tary of state Robert McNamara.
and political scientist James
McGregor Burns of Williams Col-
lege, KremI is sure to garner sub-
stantial attention for his proposed
plans as he continues to campaign!
throughout the Northeast in the
upcoming months.
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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Euro-Missiles Discussed
by Andrew P. Yurkovsky
Staff Writer
"The U.S. has not until re-
cently negotiated seriously" in
arms talks with the Soviet Union,
stated Michael Harrington during
a panel discussion with professors
Miller Brown and Samuel Kassow
the deployment of SS-20.S and
Pershing Us in Europe.
Before a large audience in the
Faculty Club, Harrington stated
that while the deployment by the
Soviets of SS-20s was deplorable,
U.S. deployment of Pershing Ils
"represents a greater threat to the
overall strategic balance." Har-
rington noted that the Norwegian
Labor Party contends that the de-
ployment of Pershing Us is unjus-
tified because the United States
has not bargained in good faith
with the Soviet Union.
According to NATO's "Dual-
track Decision" made in 1977, the
United States was to conduct arms
negotiations and proceed with the
deployment of the Pershing II sys-
tem.
Kassow, on the contrary, ar-
gued that it is the Soviet Union
that "has not negotiated seri-
ously." He noted that the Dual-
track Decision was initiated by
NATO to express integrity of the
Western Alliance. According to
Kassow, by playing on the fears
of Western Europe "the Soviets
are trying to use the freedom of a
pluralistic society to drive a wedge
between the U.S. and Europe."
Miller Brown, who at the begin-
ning of the discussion expressed
trepidation at the idea of being
"caught between tlte jaws" of
Harrington and Kassow, ex-
pressed a viewpoint similar to that
of Harrington. Brown proposed
as an alternative to tactical and
theater weapons in Europe in-
creases in Western European con-
ventional forces.
The discussion was moderated
by Professor Michael Lestz.
Milner to Speak on
Community Involvement
College News Bureau
The Honorable »Thirman L.
Milner, mayor of Hartford, will
speak on "Trinity and Commu-
nity Involvement" at 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, February 1 in the Life
Sciences Center auditorium.
Mayor Milner's lecture is part of
the Trinity Coalition of Blacks'
Black History Month lecture se-
ries and is open to the public. A
reception will follow, the lecture at
the Umoja House Cultural Cen-
ter, 110-112 Vernon Street.
In addition to his mayoral du-
ties," Mayor Milner is a lifelong
member of the NAACP and Op-
eration PUSH.
He is also a member of the Na-
tional Conference of Mayors and
honorary chairman of the Con-
cerned Citizens Club of Hartford.
For additional information,
please call 527-3151, ext.217.
Campaign Hits Trinity
continued from page 3
stitution which currently forbids
members of Congress from serv-
ing in the Executive Cabinet. The
provisions of Article 1 lead to iso-
lation of the executive and legis-
lative branches, he contended, and
the two increasingly work against
each other. The overconcern with
decentralization has ignored the
fact that a "weak government can
* •
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DiWASI'S PROFILE:
REED N.WRIGHT
HOME: The English Dept., 115 Vernon St.
AGE: 20 "
PROFESSION: Part-time tutor, The Trinity College Writing Center
HOBBIES: Translating 'Paradise Lost' into foreign languages,
finding errors in 'The Tripod', kites.
LAST BOOK READ:'Power For Living' by Tom Landry.
LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT: Expertly assisting an insecure
senior compose a concise, coherent law school
application essay.
WHY I DO WHAT I DO:"I'm not happy unless I know I'm
helping others. I recognize my good written skills as
my calling, & if my knowledge & patience can lead to
just one student succeeding, then it will all be worth
it. Besides, I need the bucks."
PROFILE: Honest but critical. Will spare no. one's feelings in
the crusade for grammatical precision.
HIS SCOTCH: Cuty Sark®. "I could never allow myself to enjoy
a brand of scotch whose advertisements contain
sentence fragments."
THE WRITING CENTER
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. 6:30-8 p.m.
harm as much as a strong govern-
ment."
Both Leonhardt and Post re-
sponded pesimistically to Kreml's
recommendations. ''The Ameri-
can system is more healthy than
we give it credit for," said Leon-
hardt. It is natural in times of
frustration to call for a stronger
national government, he contin-
ued. Yet only a decade ago the
public worried about having too
^miich power in one place—namely
in the' Nixon presidency.
The amendments suggested, by
KremI are his remedy for a system
of checks and balances that works
too well for the complexities of
today's world. They are aimed at
providing continuity and cohesion
to policies dealing with the myriad
of chronic problems facing the
U.S.-problems plagued by petty
political differences within and
between the branches which ob-
struct simple rational solutions.
Despite Kreml's inclinations to-
wards constitutional reform, he is,
as stated, adamantly against the
holding of a constitutional con-
vention. "I am satisfied with what
the Founding Fathers did and with
the amending process," he said,
simultaneously expressing fear of
the influence of single interest
groups at such a convention.
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EDITORIAL
Who's Watching You?
It's 1984. George Orwell's novel is appearing in books-
tores and is the topic of TV news specials as Americans
wonder how close our society is to that described in 1984.
Is Big Brother watching you? You may not think so, but as
electronic surveillance systems become more common,
there's an increasing possibility that you are being
watched.
Trinity recently installed a surveillance system which
will soon monitor the Jessee Field, Lower Walk, and Chapel
Parking Lot areas. Arguably, this is for the safety of the
students, but there is a fine line between security and the
violation of privacy that Trinity must be very careful not to
cross.
The surveillance cameras mounted on the press box at
Jessee Field and the Chapel automatically scan the area,
but can also be manually controlled. The system has the
ability to zoom in close enough so that people can be
identified and can hear what is being said. These capabil-
ities bring up some frightening questions. Who is going to
be monitoring these cameras and how are they going to
be used? Will a student be able to walk across the soccer
field with a friend without the fear of being watched or
listened to? Apparently this system is to be expanded
throughout the campus, but where will it stop? Will it be
limited.to. outdoor areas, or will it also extend to public
buildings such as Mather? And how long will it be before
such systems are set up in the dorm halls? Obviously,
guidelines need to be set up.
The questions this raises need to be answered. While
this surveillance system may be for the students' protec-
tion, it smacks of Big Brother when the students aren't
accurately informed. The fact that most students know
about this system only through rumor is disturbing. Being
watched for your protection is one thing, being watched
without your knowledge is quite another.
Yes, We're Serious
In last week's Tripod, the editorial brought up an impor-
tant issue: situations which we find to be blatantly sexist
which need to be corrected, and suggestions for some
progressive changes in Trinity policy. Yes, we were seri-
ous. However, we received no response from the adminis-
tration. The Tripod feels that it is part of its job to make
suggestions for improving all aspects of Trinity, and ex-
pects not to be ignored but taken seriously as a reflection
of the students' views. We hope that this week's editorial
will be read with the same seriousness with which it was
written and that it will get response from the entire Trinity
community.
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Commentary
The Spectator
by Martin Bihl
Contributing Editor
Perhaps I'm oversteppoing my
boundaries here, but I'm willing
to give it a shot if you will. There
are some problems facing Amer-
ica today that we must all work at
to try to resolve. These are prob-
lems of such national importance
that everyone who calls him (or
her) self an American must ad-
dress before it's too late.
I'm speaking, of course, of the
naming of professional athletic
organizations.
Has anybody looked at the
names of teams in the USFL?
Being the most recent of leagues,
they have the most mindless
names. You know what the New
Orleans team is called? Take a
guess. Give up? The Breakers.
New Orleans has a football team
called "The Breakers". As if
"Saints" wasn't bad enough. The..
Breakers of what, you might ask?
Beats me. Maybe they're trying to
be really macho, you know, like
Z?onebreakers. Or maybe they see
themselves in some sort of socio-
economic clash, and meant to call
themslves the Strikebreakers. Or
maybe the team spirit is Casa-
nova, and they're the //eartbreak-
ers. Or maybe the owner of the
team wasn't very clever, and
"Breakers" was all that he could
think of.
But football isn't the only the
only sport where imagination is
dead. Take baseball. There's the
Cincinnatti Reds. These guys,
whose mind knows no bounds,
named themselves after a color..
Letters
Policy
The Tripod welcomes and
encourages letters to the
Editor. All letters must be
signed, although names will
be held upon request. Letters
which are libelous or in poor
taste will not be printed.
All letters must be typed
and no longer than 250
words. The deadline for sub-
mission is on Fridays at 5:00
p.m. Please deliver all letters
and commentary via campus
mail (Box 1310) or to the
Tripod office in the basement
of Jackson Hall.
How about the Boston Red Sox
(or Chicago White Sox, if you
prefer). These geniuses work for
organizations whose mascot is an
article of clothing. I'll bet that
took a long time to think up.
On the other end of the spec-
trum, however, is the USFL team
from San Antonio. Want to take
a shot at the name of the team
from San Antonio? Want to know
what serious investors have put
their hard earned money into?
What is the name of the team that
represents San Antonio, Texas,
which is the home of the Alamo
and the final resting place of Jim
Bowie and Davy Crockett? Would
you believe, Gunslingersl That's
even worse than the Bandits or
Invaders, also USFL teams.
And speaking of Gunslingers,
I'm tired of sports teams being
named after occupations. Look at
it, you've got the Cowboys, the
Mariners, the Patriots, the Pack-
ers, the Bucaneers (a truly twisted
name if ever there was one), the
Padres (what does religion have to •
do with baseball?), the Pirate, the
Bandits, the Whalers, the Gener-
als, the Wranglers, the Outlaws,
the Raiders, the Trailblazers, the
Cavaliers, the Warriors, the
Kings, the Braves (as opposed to
the Indians and not to be con-
fused with the Chiefs or the Red-
skins), the Brewers, and the
Senators, who are now disbanded
as are the Pilots. What new
professions can we look forward
to representing America's fair cit-
ies? The Certified Public Ac-
countants? The Street Cleaners?
The Hired Assassins?
Jetsons' dog, is an Astro? And
just what is a Supersonic, besides
an adjective? What's a "Knick"?
Is a "Knick" a little cut? Does
Marvin Webster, who is about
seven feet tall, play for the New
York "Little Cuts"? And speak-
ing, of things that don't mean an-
ything, what exactly is that thing
on the Montreal Expos' caps? It
looks like "ELB" to me, but that
doesn't make any sense.
See, I think that teams' names
ought to be decided by one of two
criteria:
1) That the name of the team have
something to do with the city it
represents. What's the justifica-
tion for calling the Los Angeles
Rams the "Rams"? Are there
more sheep in Los Angeles than
anywhere else? And who decided
to call the Pittsburgh Pirates the
"Pirates"? Pittsburgh isn't any-
where near an ocean, let alone a
pirate. So here are a few sugges-
tions for new names for teams.
The Iowa Corn, the Idaho Pota-
toes, the California Zombie Sur-
fers, the Tampa Bay Old People,
the Philadelphia Rizzos, the Se-
attle Rain, the Hartford Insurance
Salesmen, the Washington Bu-
reaucracy, and the San Antonio
Dead Texans.
2) That the names of the teams be
as bloodthirsty as humanly possi-
ble, without actually making you
sick. Let's get rid of these wimpy
little names like Blue Jays, Ori-
oles, Cardinals, Colts, Bruins,
Cubs, Stars, Nets, and the rest.
How about something you can
really sink your teeth into? What
about "Maulers"? Or "Murder-
ers"? You'd know you were going
to watch a good game if it was the
"Rabid Machine Gunning Psy-
sus-- the?.
l
I mean, how wor ked up can you
get over a game between the Blue
Jays and the Orioles?
Letters
Election To Fill SGA Vacancies
Dear Editor:
Due to a number of students
studying abroad during the Spring
semester, eight vacancies have
been created on the SGA and one
on the Budget Committee. A spe-
cial election will be held on Feb-
ruary 7 to fill the vacancies.
The Dorm Representative va-
cancies (Cook, Jones Elton, High
Rise) will filled by elections han-
dled oy appropriate RAs. The
other five vacancvies (Senior Class
Rep., Junior Class Rep., At-Large
(2), and Budget Committee At-
Large will be filled in a campus
wide election. The Freshman Class
Rep. will be elected also.
Those students interested in
runningg for one of the available
positions should submit their
name, class, dorm, box number
and desired position to box 11 by
Friday, February 3.
SGA Elections Committee
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World Outlook
Argentina Indicting For Falkland War
by Ignacio Pena Salazar
BUENOS AIRES ( ^ - - A r g e n -
tina's new civilian president, Raul
Alfonsin, has announced that his
government will indict top offi-
cials of the former military regime
on charges of committing human
rights abuses against Argentine
citizens.
In an unexpected appearance on
Argentine television, Alfonsin said
the military Supreme Court will
try top military officials for the
crimes of torture, murder, and il-
legal arrest, carried out since the
armed forces took power in
March, 1976.
The government will also launch
proceedings against top guerilla
leaders, particularly those of the
leftist Peronist group, the Mon-
toneros, accused of "murder, il-
legal association, public
instigation to commit crimes, de-
fense of crime aand other attacks
on the public order," the presi-
dent said.
In addition, Argentina's newly
elected Congress will be called in
to special session to nullify a law
passed several months ago by the
military regime, which absolved
any armed force members guilty
of human rights abuses in the so-
called "dirty-war" against the op-
position.
A notable omission in Alfon-
sin's announcement was the ques-
tion of the "missing" Argentines-
- an estimated 6,000-30,000 citi-
zens who disappeared after being
arrestred or kidnapped by military
government agents. Sources in the
new Radical Party government
said that investigations into the
missing people issue will be chan-
neled through regular judicial
structures.
The military officers to be in-
dicted include those who bear the
most responsibility for Argentin-
a's war with Britain over the Falk-
land (Malvinas) Islands: Army
Stanford Wary About Turning
Into "Reagan University"
STANFORD, CA (CPS)-Stan-
ford University administrators are
in the middle of a political contro-
versy over plans to locate Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan's presidential
library and museum at the univer-
sity.
At the same time, Emory Uni-
versity in Atlanta is receiving
"nothing but positive feedback"
from its faculty regarding its plans
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to operate President Jimmy Cart-
er's new Carter Center, which will
be part of the former president's
library and museum complex.
Since Franklin D. Roosevelt,
every American president has had
a library and museum erected in
his name to house important pres-
idential papers and honor his
administration.
But many of Stanford's faculty
^ ^ members are up in arms over plans
W t o locate Reagan's presidential
E * depository on campus.
8 While most agree the presiden-tial library — which would holdS p millions of documents and ar-
^ chives' from the Reagan, adminis-
A tration- would be a valuable
2 addition to the campus, many fac-
ulty members are concerned about
the museum and public policy
centers that would accompany the
library.
The museum and policy cen-
ters, they point out, would be ac-
tive, conservative organizations
operating on a supposedly non-
partisan campus.
In addition they would require
private funding and upkeep, while
the library- since it contains his-
torical federal archives— would be
maintained by the federal govern-
ment.
Much of the Stanford-Reagan
museum controversy is centered
around the already-existing Hoo-
ver Institution, a consevative think
tank located on the Stanford cam-
pus and run under the auspices of
the university.
"Last spring there was a peti-
tion circulated on campus asking
for an investigation of alleged
partisan activities by the Hoover
Institution," explains Stanford
spokesman Bob Beyers.
With faculty and students al-
ready concerned abut Stanford's
conservative ties to the Hoover
Institution, he says, the prospect
of adding Reagan's library and
museum has spurred additional
fears the university will become
too conservatively-oriented.
' Indeed, the Hoover Institution •
lists among its fellows such names
as current Secretary of State
George Schultz, Undersecretary of
Transportation Darrell Trent,
presidential economics advisor
Milton Friedman, and special ad-
visor to the president Martin An-
derson.
Overall, "more than 40 fellows
and former fellows of the Hoover
Institution are members of the
Reagan administration," Beyers
notes. "And Reagan has said that
the institute is one of leading
sources of his ideas."
"We take various positions on
the role of the Hoover Institu-
tion," noted 20 Stanford Lawt
School professors in a recent letter
continued on page 8
Generals Jorge Rafael Videl,
Roberto Viola and Leopoldo For-
tunato Galtieri, Navy Admirals
Emilio Massra, Armando Lam-
•bruschini and Jorge Anaya, and
Brigadier Generals Orlando
Agosti, Omar Graffigna and Bis-
illo Lami Dozo.
The opposition leaders to be in-
dicted include Ricaardo Obregon
Cano, a former governor of Cor-
doba State who is linked to the.
Montonero political leadership,
and Enrique Gorriaran Merlo, re-
portedly the leader of the People's
Revolutionary Army (ERP), the-
armed wing of the Trots kyite
Workers' Revolutionary Party.
The government's decision to
take legal measure against mili-
tary and opposition abuses fol-
lows the Radical Party's promise
that, if elected, it would use all
the government's powers to con-
solidate democratic rule in the
country and to ensure respect for
human rights.
The president .said last night
that military members accused of
human rights abuses will be di-
vided into three categories of
gravity with punishmnet to be de-
cided accordingly.
The categories will include those
top military officers and com-
manders, who are seen as politi-
cally responsible for the human
rights abuses, military members
who "went too far in the fulfill-
ment of orders for reasons of cru-
elty, perversion, or greed," and
lower ranking soldiers who "were
only carrying out orders"
The new government's view
contrasts with that of all human
rights groups, which have called
for judgments against all military
members involved in repressive
actions to be decided by a "jury
of conscience" made up of Ar-
gentine citizens.
Egypt Is Seeking
Peace and Power
by Royce Dalby
For the first time since the as-"
sassination of President Anwar
Sadat on October 6, 1981,, Egypt
is initiating a movement for peace
in the Middle East.
First signs of this came with the
meeting last month, between
Egyptian President Hosni Muba-
rek and P.L.O. Chairman Yasser
Arafat, a move which was criti-
cized by the Israelis but praised by
the Arab nations and the United
States.
Until recently Mubarek had
stepped out of the thrust for a
Middle East peace settlement and
had followed an isolationist pol-
icy, keeping Egypt apart from the
other Arab states and ditancing it
from Israel. Egypt lost its political
preeminence in the Arab world
with its signing of the peace treaty
with Israel in 1979, at which point
18 of the Arab states cut off all
ties with Egypt and the headquar-
ters of the Arab League was
moved from Cairo to Tunis. In
the past two years ties with Israel
have also reached a long-time low,
ever since Egypt withdrew its am-
bassador following the Israeli in-
vasion of Lebanon in the summer
of 1982.
Mubarek now seems deter-
mined to break Egypt out of its
isolationism and bring it. back to
its position as leader in the Arab
world. His other major goal is the
effecting of a lasting peace agree-
ment between the Arabs and Is-
raelis.
Although Egypt is again taking
the peace initiative it is unlikely
that it will have any positive re-
sults in the near future. There is
currently great division in the Pal-
estinian ranks; Israel is still averse
to negotiating with the P.L.O.,
while the Arabs see their inclusion
in any settlement as a necessity;
and it is an election year in the
United States, always a negative
factor in gaining its unwavering
support. Although quick results
are unlikely, the initiative is back,
increasing hope for a future settle-
ment and the unimaginable exist-
ence of a peaceful Middle East.
^tTisiMBsuKemse
men ins msrm MI CON-
C&WP THAT m Become JUST AUMFTO
KMlNfc
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Elections Will Show
Khomeini Still Has
The Power In IranWITHTW5
s- f.
Mr. Boston Schnapps.
Look lor Mr. Boslons two new cookbooks, the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide.
Availableat bookstores or through Warner Books:
75 Rockefeller Plaza, Special Sales, Depl. 8, New York. New York 10019
Mr Boston Schnapps. 54.60, and lOOproof Produced by Mr Boston Distiller, Owensboro, KY. Albany. GA c 1982
BEIRUT--(IPS)Iran's parliamen-
tary elections set for February will
oust liberals from the Iranian po-
litical scene, according to sources
in Tehran cited in a special report
published in Beirut's An Nahar
newspaper.
The government to be ap-
pointed after those elections, the
Beirut daily's correspondent in the
Iranian capital said, will be totally
different from the present one.
Political parties and alliances
will be overruled in favor of the
teachings of religious leaders Ay-
atullah. Ruhollah Khomeini and
Ayatullah Montazeri.
Economic problems resulting
from continued fighting with Iraq-
- distribution of food, rising prices
and the relationship between the
private and public sectors- can no
longer be postponed, the report
said.
An Nahar's sources said the
remnants of the Front for the Lib-
eration of Iran are tainted by their
alleged association with the camp
headed by former premier Mehdi
Bazargan.
In an interview with the news-
paper, Iran's Revolutionary Pros-
ecutor General Musavi Tabrizi,
said the trials of members of the
now banned Tudeh (Communist)
Party, would take place soon.
Some will be executed, others
"Frankly, we will apply the code
of our Islamic constitution to any
country that interferes in our do-
mestic affairs.
"As to the Soviet Union, it can-
not express any reaction to the is-
sue of Tudeh because leaders of
the party have confessed to acts
of espionage for the Soviets, and
treason."
After several months in deten-
tion, leaders of the Tudeh Party
recently appeared on the state-run
Iranian Television to declare that
they had collaborated with Mos-
cow in providing special reports
on the government of Iran.
"Even if Moscow exhibits an
angry response to this [Tudeh] af-
fair, we will behave as we did with
America."
Iran's Foreign Minister, Dr. Ali
Akbar Velayati, told An Nahar in
an interview that his country has
no territorial ambitions in its war
with Iraq but is seeking the over-
throw of Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein.
When asked whether Iran
would approve the reactivation of
peace efforts to mediate an end to
the Gulf war, Velayati argued that
all such attempts were aimed in
reality at saving the regime of
Saddam Hussein.
"Ip our view, the only way to
* * A J " : •;;;
Asked about the impact such
steps would have on ties with
Moscow, Tabrizi respondeed,
pie from the horrors of war is
bringing down the regime of Sad-
dam Hussein," he was quoted as
saying.
4 4Reagan .University"
continued from page 7
to a university advisory panel
studying the library/museum pro-
posal.
But "it is quite another matter
to embrace what would amount to
a major expansion of the func-
tions and influence of the Hoover
on campus," the law professors
warned.
"Over 200 faculty letters have
been sent to the committee on the
library and museum proposal,"
Beyers says, noting he can't re-
member "any other issue on which
so many letters have been writ-
ten."
The advisory committed is
scheduled to meet with Stanford
President Donald Kennedy this
week to discuss preliminary find-
ings on the proposal, he says. .
' Meanwhile, the faculty .mem-
bers at Emory University have
voiced little if any opposition to
the university's recent announce-
ment it will operate and maintain
the Carter Center in Atlanta.
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Arts /En tertainment
Prints Reveal Awe
Of Nature In Artist
by Catherine Nemser
On display at the Widener Gal-
lery in the Austin Art Center is a
visually stimulating exhibition of
prints by Richard Claude Zie-
mann. The subject matter is na-
ture-forests, fields, areas
undisturbed by man. The works
are skillfully drawn and designed,
but they are not completely objec-
tive, realistic. One can sense a
dream-like fantasy quality evoked
by the repetition of lines. The
work depicted is more than real;
it is an idealization, a recreation
of the awe man experiences
through nature. Ziemann has cap-
tured all of this by the use of pat-
terning and his own intuitive sense
of organization. Coming into play
with Ziemann's eye for design is
his dabbling with the various tones
of grey. All of the color nuances
that nature produces in its forms
is replicated by the application of
the different tonal qualities. They
accentuate thje delicacy of these
organic forms.
Ziemann's combination of line
and tone create almost a fairy-tale
atmosphere to his natural scenes.
They become magical visions
where everything is beautiful,
lush, and serene. By just examin-
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ing these prints, the viewr can un-
derstand the great attraction man
has for nature. Ziemann is in
touch with the inexplicable orga-
nization in nature, the patterns
and designs that are so aestheti-
cally pleasing. Yet, he even goes
beyond this by illuminating the
fabulous, monetary bliss one can
get by seeing such harmony. Since
there are no figures in his works,
one can feel the serenity gained by
isolating oneself from the modern
world and entering into this mar-
velous, dynamic euphoria.
On January 26, the artist, him-
self, gave a lecture about his art.
He described the print making
process and the special methods
he used in creating his prints.
While talking about thje produc-
tion of his work, he also added
comments about his creative proc-
ess. When he goes out to draw,
there are two techniques that he
uses for inspiration. First, he can
go to nature and immediately
know what subject matter he
wants to draw. He also knows ex-
actly how he will plan the draw-
ing. The other method is that he
does not quite know what to do
in terms of composition, but there
is something in the subject matter
that he finds intriguing. He then
works his way into the composi-
tion.
Ziemann has an appeal for the
textural qualities of natural
scenes. He commented that by
drawing directly from nature, he
can feel the texture but does not
have to know what it is. The pat-
tern is "set up then interrupted"
by the artist. The prints that the
artist is working on now will have
more of a focus on the skies. He
is experimenting more with light
and the range of tones of gray.
Mr. Ziemann feels that with his
artwork, "You learn as you are
drawing". He says that he has
made improvements on his work
with the help of criticism from his
students and his family. He has
his own press, and his son Eric
has learned to do printing. Eric
Ziemann has printed the art for
this exhibition. According to the
artist, printing is easy to do and
can be picked up after about ten
to twelve lessons. The closing
statement of Mr. Ziemann's lec-
ture was,"The excitement of art,
whether trouble or fun, is ter-
rific".
Please...
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Roger Shoemaker and Scott Neumann performered as members of a second rate opera company in last
weekend's Music Department production of The Impressario at AAC. The evening also featured the Linda
Laurent and Gerald Moshel in a piano duet. The Friday performance was followed by a Viennesse pastry
reception. • . • . . photo by Penny Perkins
Collective Conjures Fanciful Images
In a loose, pajama-like costume, she combines
furtive dodges, relaxed, heavy tumbles and slow
unrolhngs on the floor evoking innocence and cui-
fosity. Dance! Yes," this fe "Modern' Da-nce-.-" On'-
Friday, February 3, we will all have the great
pleasure and opportunity of seeing the Dance Col-
lective of Boston perform diverse, modern work
in the Collective's Connecticut debut. The per-
formance is sponsored by the department of Thea-
ter and Dance at Trinity, with partial funding
provided by the New England Foundation for the
Arts along with the New England Touring Pro-
gram.
The Collective has currently celebrated its tenth
year in existence, so the works it performs are
under the guidance of expertise, experience and
professionality. It is run by four of the area's more
interesting choreographers: Martha Armstrong
Gray, Dawn Kramer, Judith Chafee, and Ruth
Wheeler. The dancer/choreographers are all over
the age of 30, an unusual statistic among local
groups, but maybe that's what makes them so
appealing.. The choreography seems to reflect the
members' life experiences as it is characterized by
brainy matureness with a tendency for the fanci-
ful. The collective has taught here and abroad and
boasts an impressive array of grants and awards.
Their diverse program deals with subjects, from
the jogging craze to sexual stereotypes. It is the
imaginative portrayal, through dance, of these in-
triguing topics which gives the Collective their rich
appeal.
Six pieces/dances wil be performed that night.
Martha Armstrong Grays's "Elliptic" was de-
scribed by The Boston Globe as "like a Haiku
poem where a few words conjure up a rush of
images." In the dance a quiet mood of expectation
is set up,and then, seemingly from nowhere, come
smaJI, fragile gestures which are juxtaposed against
larger, more archaic poses. "Stippling Line" by
Gray develops a compellingly kinetic energy
through the repetition of small jumps, which sweep
the three dancers from their initial strong diagonal
line into a variety of special patterns.
Three dances by choreographer Judith Chaffee
will be performed. "Partners, Couples, and Pairs"
is a series of duets representing various aspects of
male/female relationships, with music composed
for the dance by Michael Fiebish, former manager
of Boston Concert Opera. "Three Preludes," is a
solo designed for dancer Ann Brown Allen in three
movements, and "Pulling" is an enactment and
recitation of a dream to live music by composer
Vincent Trovato.
Dawn Kramer's dance, "Intervals of Heavy
Rain," is a mood piece for a map, a woman, a
banana, and an umbrella, danced by Dawn Kra-
mer and Carlo Rizzo.
Ruth Wheeler's "Fabric of Dreams" is a dance
fabricated from images, memories, and experi-
. ences of childhood; of mirth and merriment, eerie
mystery, hostility, and fear. The strength and in-
dividuality of each dancer is used to weave a tex-
tured theater peice enhanced by a 70-yard prop/
set of shimmering patchwork.
Telephone reservations for the Dance Collective
performance may be made by calling the Austin
Arts Center Box Office, 527-8062, between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
What's Wrong With
This Page?
Choose one:
1) It's inedible
2) Ken Festa isn't mentioned
3) There's no Arts Editor
If you picked number 4, you may be qualified
to be Tripod Arts/Entertainment Editor.
Contact Elaine Stampul Box 1310
Student Poets To Read
Four of the five 1984 Connect-
icut Student Poets will give a
reading at Trinity on January 31
at 8:15 p.m. in the Faculty Club
of Hamlin Hall.
The Connecticut Student Poets
were selected in a state-wide com-
petition sponsored by the Con-
necticut Commission on the Arts.
They come from colleges and uni-
versities around the state, and the
itinerary for their readings in-
cludes a state-wide circuit. The
four students reading on January
31 are: Kaci Kinne of New Ca-
naan, CT, an English major at
Connecticut College; Dale Man-
tautas of West Hartford, .CT a
literary writing major at Trinity
College; Lisa Mierzejewski of
Meriden; CT and English and cre-
ative writing major at Central
Connecticut State University; and
Mark Schafer of Acton, MA, a
college of letters major at Wes-
Ieyan University. The fifth Con-
necticut Student Poet for 1984 is
Claude Solnik of Roslyn, NY,
who is majoring in journalism at
Southern Connecticut State Uni-
versity. " • ' . ' • • ' ' •
The Student Poets' reading is.
open to the public, free of charge.
It is sponsored by the Trinity Po-
etry Center.
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Students Abroad: Spring 1984 Continued
Name, Year, Home Address
Cromie, Claudia '85
62 Rockland Ave.
Larchmont, NY 10538
Davis, Lori '85
67 Cotswoid Way
Avon, CT 06001
DeMajewski, Grace '85
Satterlee Rd.
New Fairfield, CT 06810
Develin, Jeanne '85
Nauset Street
Medfield, MA 02052
Dion, Catherine '85
429 King Street
Raynham, MA 02767
Doyle, Christopher '85
11 Oxford Rd.
Manhasset, NY 11030
Duffy, Michael '85
•2515 Cozumel Dr.
Tampa, FL 33618
Durkin, Eileen '85
33 Longfellow Rd.
Worcester, MA 01602
Elting, Lynn '85
62 Wesley St. .W., Apt 4109
Toronto, Ontario, CANADA
Finn, Patrick '85
25 Hotchkiss Place
Torrington, CT 06790
Fitzpatrick, Thomas '85
300 Somerset Road
Baltimore, MD 21210
Flanders, Sonia '85
3714 Harrison St., NW
Washington, DC 20015
Gabrielle, Louise '85
331 Bushy Hill Rd.
Simsbury, CT 06070
Gass, Douglas '85
69 Woodbridge Terrace
S. Hadley, MA 01075
Geller, Alyson '85
713 North Walden Dr.
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
Gerber, Kathryn '85
2706 Wadsworth Rd.
Shaker Heights, OH 44122
Gonzalez,.Orlando '85 ;
15 Street H-14 Jard de Capa
Bayamon, PR 00619
Hanley, Tracey '85
311 Twin Peaks Ln.
Alamo, CA 94507
Harris, Edith'85
11 Dorset Circle
Andover, MA 01810
Hillas, Lynn '85
Box 8
Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437
Program and Program Address Mail Address (if different)
Beaver aaSA/Lcnlon School of Econonri.es
c/o aiieLd House
26, Efeertcn Gardens
Loxion SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
Columbia University/Paris
c/o Reid Hall
4 rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris, FRANCE
Study-in-Greece
1 Neufronos Street
Athens 508, GREECE
lES/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische Studien
Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Johannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA .
Inst. for Amer. Universities,
Avignon
5 rue Figuiere
84000 Avignon, FRANCE
Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW2 3BP, ENGLAND
Beaver CCEA/London/Intern-
ship.
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
St. Lawrence University/Nairobi
St. Lawrence University Studies
Center
Box 43795 Karen
Nairobi, KENYA
Hamilton College in Paris
(not a mailing address)
IES/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische Studien
Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Johannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA
Wesleyan Program/Paris
Reid Hall
4, rue de Chevreuse
Paris 75006, FRANCE
Indiana University/Bologna
Bologna Cooperative Studies Pro-
gram
Largo Trombettii 3
Bologna, ITALY 40126
Vanderbilt Program/Aix-en-
Provance
15, rue Cardinale
13100 Aix-en-Provance, FRANCE
PRESHCO/Cordoba
Faculdad de Filosophia y Letras
Universidad de Cordoba
Plaza del Cardenal Salazar
COrdoba, SPAIN
British & European Studies
Group/London
11 York. Terrace .
Regent's. Park
London NW1, ENGLAND
Beaver CCEA/Vienna Semester
c/o Austro-Amer. Inst. of Edu-
cation
Operngasse 4
A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
•IES/Paris .
Institut d'Etudes Europennes
77, rue Daguerre
75014 Paris, FRANCE
Beaver CCEA/Lancaster
(not a mailing address)
IES/London/Humanities
17 Bloomsbury Square ,
London WC1, ENGLAND
Beaver CCEA/The Coty Univer-
sity
c/o The Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
c/o Mimi Lamothe
77 rue de Prony
Paris 05717, FRANCE
Grizedale College
Univ. of Lancaster, Bailrigg
Lancaster LAI 4YW, ENGLAND
Name, Year, Home Address
Home, Prudence '85
24 Mayflower Road
Winchester, MA 01890
Johnston, Kim '85
42 River Wind Rd.
New Canaan, CT 06840
Kapteyn, Kate '85
Box 183
Richmond, MA 01254
Kezer, Ann '85
26 Shadowbrook Rd.
Shrewsbury, NJ 07701
Kimball, Kirsten '85
83 Beacon St.
Marblehead, MA 01945
Ledbetter, Laura '84
96 Charter Oak Rd.
Southbury, CT 06488
Looney, Jeanine '85
942 Linwood PL
N.Brunswick, NJ 08902
Luke, Chandler '85
P.O. Box 323
Yorklyn, DE 19736
Malabre, Ann '85
320 E. 72nd St.
New York, NY 10021
Marzulli, Peter '85•••
Maxon, Patricia '85
8909 North Lake Dr.
Milwaukee, WI 53217
McGowan, Michael '85
410 E. Walnut Street
Bloomington, IL 61701
Milled, Catherine '85
198 Kings Hwy.
W. Springfield, MA 01089
Molner, John '85
280 Cedar Avwe.
Highland Park, IL 60035
Monaghan, Thomas '85
605 Pembroke Dr.
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
Moore, Jonathan '85
5188 Palisade Lane, NW
Washington, DC 20016
Moyle, Cynthia '85
22 Blackberrt Lane
Keene, NH 03431
Nebiker.Karin '85
Grange Rd., RFD 2
N. Smithfield, RI 02895
Newman, Bruce '85
66 Milton Rd.
Rye, NY 10580
Nichols, Pamela '85
171 Chapin Pkwy.
Buffalo, NY 14209
Program and Program Address
IES/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische Studien
Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Johannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA
Beaver CCEA/Vienna Semester
c/o Austro-American Inst. of Ed-
ucation
Operngasse 4
A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
U. of East Anglia
School of English & American
Studies
University Plain
Norwich, Norfolk NR4 7TJ
ENGLAND
Beaver CCEA/Edinburgh
(not a mailing address)
Hood College/Strasbourg
7, Avenue de la Foret-Noire
67000 Strasbourg, FRANCE
Beaver CCEA/Univ. College/
Cork
(not a mailing address)
Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
IES/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische Studien
Palais Corbelli-Schoeler
Johannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
Wesleyan Program/Paris
Reid Hall
4, rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris, FRANCE
Beaver CCEA/London/Hunjajii-
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
Marquette University/Madrid
Filosofia y Letras " A "
Universidad de Madrid
Madrid 3, Spain
ffiS/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische Studien,,
Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Johannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA
IES/London/Social Sciences
17 Bloomsbury Square
Bloomsbury
London WC1, England
London School of Economics
(not a mailing address)
Higher Education in Europe
The City University/London
(not a mailing address)
Yale-in-China/Hong Kong
(not a mailing address)
lES/Durham
Collingswood College
South Road
Durham DH1 3LT, ENGLAND
U. of East Anglia
School of English & American
Studies
University Plain
Norwich.Norfolk NR4 7TJ
ENGLAND
Inst. for Amer. Univ./Avignon
5 rue Figuiere
84000 Avignon, FRANCE
Smith College/Geneva
20, rue General Dufour
1204 Geneva, Switzerlandd
10 Drumsheugh Place
Flat #3
Edinburgh, SCOTLAND
12 Clashdov Estates
Glasheen Rd.
Cork, County Cork, IRELAND
Flat 6
92 Gloucester Terrace
London W2, ENGLAND
Intercultural Asian Srds. Prgm.
Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong
Shatin, New Terrs., Hong Kong
Name, Year, Home Address Program and Program Address
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Noonan, Evelyn '85
152 Cedar St.
Wethersfield, CT 06109
O'Brien, Phillips '85
115 Sargent St.
Newton, MA 02158
O'Brien, Stephen '85
64 Weskora Ave.
Pleasantville, NY 10570
O'Connor, Kathleen '85
9 Marinus PI.
Glen Rock, NJ 07452
Oles, Barbara '85
600 Torrinton East St.
Torrington, CT 06790
Pasieka, Patricia '85
23 Grasshopper Ln.
Acton, MA 01720
Patterson, Anne '85
Wallick Close
Scarsdale, NY 10583
Pingel, J. Spencer '85
2234 Vallejo Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94123
Powell, Robert'85
102 Phillips Brooks Rd
.Westwood, MA 02090
Robb, Margaret '85
56 Country Lane
Westwood, MA02090
Robin, David '85
78 Woodbridge St.
Westwood, MA 02090
Rosenfeld, Maria '85
20 Belvedere Dr.
Syosset, NY 11791
Schneider, Nancy '85
4700 Church Ln.
Minnetonka, MN 55343
Schwab, Katharine '85
34 Northern BLvd.
Oyster Bay, NY 11771
Shaughnessy, Mark '85
53 Sylvan Rd.
Westport, CT 06880
Shipley, Louis '85
12 Crestwood Rd.
Simsbury, CT 06070
Siebel, Barbara '85 '
1238 National
Rockford, IL611O3
Silver, Barry '85
10 Tulip Tree Ln.
Woodbridge, CT 06525
Stifei, Este '85
Route 5
Gloucester, VA 23061
Striesand, Adarn '85
465 Bedford Sq.
Chappaqua, NY 1051
Sullivan, James '85
5227 Duvall Dr.
Washington, DC 20016
Sutcliffe, Chantel '85
51 Powderhorn Dr.
Wayne, NJ 07470
University of Toronto
315 Bloor St. West
Toronto, Ontario
M5S 1A3 CANADA
Beaver CCEA/Aberdeen
(not a mailing address)
IES/Freiburg/ European Econ.
Comtn.
Institut fur Europaische Studien
Erbprinzenstrasse 12
78 Freiburg im Briesgau, WEST
GERMANY
Beaver CCEA/ Westfield College
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW2 3BP, ENGLAND
PRESHCO/Cordoba
Faculdad de Filosophia y Letras
Universidad de Cordoba
Plaza del Cardenal Salazar
Cordoba, SPAIN
IES/Vienna
Institut fur European Studien
Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Johannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
Syracuse University /Florence
Piazza Savonarola 15
1-50132 Florence, ITALY
Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
IES/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische Studien
Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Johannesgasse 7
Al010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
Inst. for Amer. Univ./Avignon
5 rue Figuiere
8400 Avignon, France
Imperial Coll. Science & Tech./
..London
London SW7 2AZ, ENGLAND
British & European Studies
Group/London
11 York Terrace
Regent's Park
London NW1, ENGLAND
Wesleyan Program/PAris
Reid Hall
4, rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris, FRANCE
Syracuse University/Strasbourg
"7, Avenue de la Foret-Noire
67000 Strasbourg, FRANCE
University of East Anglia
School of Economic & Social Sci-
ences
University Plain
Norwich, Norfolk
NR4 7TJ, ENGLAND
London School of Economics
(not a mailing address)
IES/Freiburg
Erbprinzenstrasse 12
78 Frieburg im Briesgau
, WEST GERMANY
Beaver CCEA/Queen Mary
c/o Shield House
26,Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
: Beaver CCEA/Edinburgh
(not a mailing address)
Hamilton College in.Paris
(not a mailing address)
University of Wisconsin/Nepal
c/o University of Wisconsin
Box"3059
Kathmanmdu, NEPAL
Beaver CCEA/Queen Mary
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW2 3BP. ENGLAND
c/o McDowells
15 Bruton Rd.
Toronto, Ontario
M6N 4H7 CANADA
Kidderpore Ave.
Hampstead, London
NW2 7ST, ENGLAND
Flat #6
92 Gloucester Terrace
London W2, ENGLAND
Wyndham House
1 Warrender Park Crescent
Edinburgh EH9 1DX, SCOT-
LAND
c/o Mme. Martineau
5 Cite Pigalle
75009 Paris, FRANCE
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Men's
B-Ball
120
continued from page 16
Thursday night the Bantams
easily defeated Coast Guard at
Ferris. The visitors hung close
early in the game and trailed by
only two, 16-14, with 8:10 left in
the first half. Trinity quickly ran
the lead to nine on baskets by
Abere, Pfohl (a three point play),
and King.
Trinity delivered the knockout
blow, early in the second half.
Bates started Trinity on an 11
point streak that saw the Bantams
extend their lead to 45-25 with
14:22 remaining in the game.
"We thought that they would
begin to read any one defense very
well. Giving them a different look
every time down the floor kept
them guessing," commented
Ogrodnik of a defensive game
plan that included man-to-man, 1-
3-1 and 2-3 zones, and different
presses. As a result, Coast Guard
oniy shot 40% from the field.
Offfensively, Trinity quietly ran
up 69 points, a very impressive
total against a Coast Guard team
that is nothing if not patient.
Abere led the way with 25 poiits.
King and Bates had 12 apiece and
Pfohl came off the banch to add
11.
The week had started oh Tues-
day with a six point win at Wes-
ley an.
United W^y
of the Capital Area
The wrestling team was crushed by visiting MIT on Wednesday night.
Women's Squash Loses To Princeton, 5-2
by Julia Mclaughlin ' '
Sports Staff Writer
"We expected to play a very
tough team, and they didn't dis-
appoint us," commented Coach
Becky Chase after the women's
squash team's loss, to Princeton,
5-2. Ranked as the top team in the
country last year, Princeton is
equally good this year.
The highlight of the match was
Nina Porter's victory at number
one over her sister^Sophie, 3-1.
Sophie Porter was the Junior Na-
tionals Champion last year and
now plays an impressive number
one for Princeton as a freshman.
well played but an enjoyable
match to watch as well, for both
Porters exhibited professional like
court behavior.
"It was a tough-match both .
mentally and physically," said the
older Porter after the match.
Sophie won the first game with
excellent drop volleys and roll
corners, but Nina came back to
win the next three with her con-
sistent shots and lobs. The match
was an especially good example of
the effectiveness of the older Por-
ter's game-using, every corner of
the court to run her opponent out
was tired and she started to tin her
drop volleys, her best weapon
agianst Nina.
Kat Castle, number two, played
a close first game with her oppo-
nent from' Princeton, Patrice
McConnel. McConnel pulled off
the win in the tiebreaker with a
reverse corner on the service re-
. turn, a near impossible shot to re-
trieve. After the first game, Castle
was not nearly as consistent and
lost both of the next two games
15-8.
One of the most exciting
matches was captain Kathy Klein's
comeback, the only other win for
0, but came back for a decisive
win 15-9, 15-7, 15-9. "Klein is on
a roll," commented Chase.
 t.
Laura Higgs had a close match,
but lost 3-1 as did Lea Spruance.
Spruance is suffering from a foot
injury.
Seniors Sue Greene and Webby
Burbank both had serious diffi-
culties getting into their matches,
losing 3-0. Greene is still making
an adjustment from tennis to
squash, while Burbank may have
lost some confidence in her game
due, to a loss in the challenge
rounds earlier this week.
H5UC0rT£R
WITH m i w o uNiPewnFiep
AM6RICAN ClflzeNS ReSCU£P
WRING irKAN-mRCUfl INVA-
SION 15 MT N0W1WCH(N6
H6R6 IN MIAMI...
•WRe..MRe's w FIRST
STRAIN ANP HORROR Of TH6IR
m m , aemvf VISIBLE ON
HIS fAce AS «e SWOPS mm
TO KI&5 AMeRKAN 50 IU .
If you would like a 1983 Ivy please fill in your name and
box number and send this form along with a check, .
made out to The Trinity Ivy, for $10.00 to:
Mary Ann Corderman
Box 1620
Your Ivy will be sent to you via campus mail.
Name
Box Number
Phone 547-0263
TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
1 0 % D i s c o u n t on Case Purchases
219 New Britain Ave., Hartford, Conn.
(corner Henry St. next the the Tap Cafe)
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Women's Basketball
Continues Struggle
by Elizabeth Sobkov
Senior Sports Staff
The women's basketbaJ] team
continued to play this week with
mixed results. The Bantams ended
the week with a 1-1 record and a
3-5 overall mark. This record does
not reflect the talent on a team
that has won the New England
Championship the last two sea-
sons.
• Monday at Ferris the Bantams
faced Division II University of
Hartford. Prior to the game one
player muttered under her breath,
"If we play as a team we have a
chance of winning.
It was a close game all the way,
but Trinity always had an edge.
At the very end of the half, UHart
was up by two, 33-31. The Bants
hung together and played as a
team in the second half to pull out
the 55-54 victory.
Freshman Betsy Jones led the
scoring with 18 points. Jones also
pulled down 11 rebounds. "The
team worked well together,"
commented Jones. "When we
play together as a team we can
beat any other team."
The team effort is the factor
that will be the decisive factor in
the success or failure of the Bants.
Adding to the effort on offense
was another freshman, Sara
Mayo, with 10 points. Sheila An-
drus and Karen Orczyk each con-
tributed eight.
Team effort was not the name
of the game on Friday. WPI took
advantage of this weakness. The
score at the half was 42-21, WPI.
The Engineers outscored the Ban-
tams 21-9 in the last ten minutes
of the first half.
Trinity played better in the sec-
ond half. WPI held the 19 point
lead for ten minutes, but Trin out-
scored WPI 17-7 the rest of the
way. However, the effort did not
pay off as the final score was 62-
51. ' '
Karen Rodgers led the Bants
with 15 points. Andrus and Mayo
followed with eight.
The 30 point effort in the sec-
ond half on Friday night and the
win on Monday is indicative pf.
the Bants preformance when the
squad plays as a team. A chance
to defend their title in the NIAC
tournament is what the team must
work for now.
Hockey Beaten By
Connecticut, 7-4
continued from page 16
the victory.
"Fitzgerald has earned his play-
ing time. He's played well recently
and he's played better in the big
games," said Dunham.
The spirited play of the fourth
line of Peter Worthing, Frank
Newark, and Sam Daume injected
some life into the Bants after a
stow start and it paid off with two
goals.
Reed Whitmore led a two-on-
one, after stealing the puck from
Mike Polaski at the Trin blue line,
and his rebound was put in by
Rich Stetson at 7:50.
Two minutes later, Mike Sload
scored his seventh of' the season
on a high wrister from the right
circle.
UConn's Kierman Sheehan de-
flected one past Fitzgerald to-
make it 2-1
The Huskies picked up where
they left off in the second, scoring
the tying goal off a scramble in
front of the net. Trinity had a
gplden chance to move ahead on
a two-man power play but failed
to cash in. Finally at 12:02, Bill
Slanely split the defense, drawing
two men to him and slid it over to
Stetson, who scored his second
goal of the game and eighth of the
year, giving Trin a 3-2 lead.
But a trailer on a UConn rush,
Mike Anthony, was left un-
guarded and the winger found the
mark at 19:24 to tie it at 3-3.
UConn. came out swarming in
the third, scoring two goals within
a minute's span to go up 5-3.
"We may get beat, but we
won't quit," remarked Dunham
on the bench. With his team trail-
ing by two goals, Pat Mullin made
his coach sound like a prophet
when he cut the lead to 5-4; scor-
ing off feeds from Sload and Chris
Downs at 12:12.
But victory just wasn't in the
cards for the Bantams. Two
Carry Sullivan drives to the basket against Coast Guard. photo by John Shiftman
straight empty net goals made the
final 7-4. However, Dunham did
see a silver lining.
"We played good positional
hockey and kept our mistakes to
a minimum. The team is better
than its record indicates. The
leadership from Stride, Corning,
Downs, and Meyer is taking the
pressure off the younger players
and letting them work."
The Bants will hit the road again
this week with two big games
against Bentley and Fairfield.
Ducks Beat Onion;
Fall To Wesleyan
continued from page 16
first in six of 11 events, but where
they suffered was in their depth.
Wesleyan was able to dominate
the 400 medley relay and now had
a seven point lead. The next event,
the 1000 free, was an example of
things to come. Loughlin imme-
diately moved ahead and was able
to maintain his lead throughout
the 40 laps. When Loughlin fin-
ished he was a half lap ahead of
the nearest Wesleyan swimmer
and finished for a new college re-
cord time of 10:40.7. The Wes-
leyan swimmers followed
Loughlin to take second and third
to make,-the score 11-5 in the Car-
dinals favor.
For the next four events, Wes-
leyan was able to take first place
in three and more crucially a sec-
ond or a thrid place each time.
This raised the lead to 34-18.
For the next three events Trinity
took first, but Wesleyan always
came in second and third. The
most impressive victory of the
three was Dyer's in the 100 back
as he defeated Wesleyan's Bob
Smith. Loughlin also showed
again that in long distance swim-
ming he is tough to beat. Loughlin
was able to again pull ahead im-
mediately and steadily increase his
lead to almost a full lap.
The combination of Raftis, An-
derson, Dyer, and Lake won the
final event, the 400 free relay. In
the end it was lack of depth that
undermined the strong effort.
The men travel to Babsoh on
February 1st.
Basketball On
WRTC89.3FM
Trinity vs
Conn College
Saturday at 3:00
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A Short Course In Trinity Sports History
The history of Trinity sports contains many great teams.
Of course, at a small school like Trinity winning isn't that
important. We play with whatever happens to apply; re-
cruiting is something they do at UConn. (People don't drink
beer at Trinity either)
It is unfortunate that this corrupt society places such a
weight of importance on winning. However, we are nothing
if not products of society and therefore score is kept during
athletic events at Trinity. This practice has led to the exist-
ence of winning streaks and today we will take a look at
some of the longest in this great academic institution's
history.
Chapter One
In the 50s it snowed a lot. It must have because our
teachers are always talking of the blizzards they walked
through to get to classes. It was a time at Trinity when men
were men, women weren't, and fraternities served a useful
purpose. It was the time of a 15 game winning streak for
the football Bantams of Dan Jesse.
The streak began in the fall of 1953-in Chattanooga,
Tennessee. After losing 12-7 to Wesleyan the week before,
the Bants traveled south to take on Swannee in their last
game of the season; Trailing 13-7 at halftime, the mighty
Bantams rallied to take a 32-20 decision.
After a snow filled winter, the Bantams returned to the
gridiron in 1954 and recorded a perfect 7-0 record. The
final game was at Wesleyan and as the game ended "Trinity
students swarmed from the stands and demolished the posts
in a brief but torrid battle."
1955 saw more of the same. Once again Trinity was
perfect; 7-0. The only close call came against Tufts. Charles
Sticka carried the ball 19 times for 173 yards and, according
Wrestling
to printed accounts, made 85% of the tackles on defense.
(I told you that men were men in those days)
Alas (or was it alack?) Trinity lost the opener in 1956 to
Williams by the humiliating score of 46-7. It is said that it
snowed especially hard that winter.
Chapter Two
Snow played an important part in what still stands as the
longest streak in Trinity history. In 1975, the men's squash
team was originally scheduled to play MIT and then Prin-
ceton in the season finale. The MIT match was posponed
Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman
and, after falling to the Tigers 9-0, the squashmen finished
the season by beating MIT 8-1.
Little did people know that that win, combined with a
16-0 record in 1976, would stand as the longest win streak
in Trinity history.
The 16-0 record did not come easily. Trinity edged Dart-
mouth 5-4 as Cari Torrey (how soon we forget the true
greats) won in the fifth game 17-16, and Bill Ferguson
rallied from 0-2 to win his match. Later in the season, the
Bantams defeated Yale for the first time ever in squash.
With the matched tied at 4-4, number nine player Charlie
Johnson blew a 2-1, 12-6 lead only to rally for the win in
the fifth and final game. There was much celebrating on
the Hilltop that night.
Chapter Three
The women's field hockey teams of 1977-1979 also went
17 games without a defeat but included in that streak is one
tie.
The most memorable victory came in the next to last
game of the '78 season. The undefeated Trinity Bantams
took on the undefeated Wesleyan Cardinals. Kim Henning
scored twice within five minutes and Susie Saltonsyil added
a goal late in the firsthalf to give Trinity a 3-0 lead. Those
pesky little Cardinals rallied and only a great save in the
final minute allowed Trinity to escape with a 3-2 win.
Three days later the winning streak ended. Mt. Holyoke
used a goal in the final three minutes to gain a 1-1 tie with
Trinity. The undefeated string stretched to 17 in 1979 with
a 4-3 win over Brown, but, perhaps fittingly, Wesleyan
ended the run with a resounding 3-0 win only days later.
Coach Robin Sheppard is reported to have said, "We'll just
have to start a new one."
Chapter Four
And now we move to the modern day. Tuesday's vicory
over Wesleyan was the women's swimming team's 16th in
a row dating back to February 20, 1982. Names like Belcher,
Cass, Couch, Cronin, Brennan, Fredrick, and Foy will stand
at the top of Trinity's sports heap with two more victories.
However, we should not forget the wonderful accom-
plishments of the warriors from times long forgotten. So as
we fade into the sunset, accompanied by a bed of patriotic
music, I say, rah to you, oh great people.
Drubbed
by John Shiftman
Sports Staff Writer
"This is the all-time low in
Trinity wrestling," commented
one team member following the
Bantams 47-6 loss to MIT last
Wednesday. Maybe it wasn't that
bad, but Trin could only make
one match close out of the seven
it even contested.
The only bright note in the en-
tire evening was freshman Ian
Brodie's win by default after he
led 10-9 through two periods.
Peter Zimmerman started the
evening off at the 126-pound level
as he struggled against his mus-
cular MIT counterpart.. Zimmer-
man was taken down in the first
ten seconds but escaped quickly to
cut the lead to 2-1. This pattern
continued throughout the match
as Zimmerman would be dropped
for a two-point takedown and es-
cape for a single point. MIT took
the decision 7-3.
Tom Waxter was outmatched in
his 134-pound class. His-MIT op-
ponent pinned him at the 2:38
mark of the first period. Waxter
trailed at that point 8-2.
Nick Veronis put in a gutsy per-
formance in the 142-pound class.
Veronis could have easily quit
when, trailing 10-2, he suffered a
bloody nose with a minute and a
half remaining in his match. Ve-
ronis held on over the last 90 sec-
onds, much of it on his back, to
force a 15-2 decision.
Mike Howe's 150-pound match
was very close through two
rounds. Yet, at the beginning of
the third period, Howe let his op-
ponent escape from the down po-
sition, giving MIT all the
momentum. Howe fell 9-2.
Brodie jumped to a 5-0 lead in
his 158-pound match as he picked
his opponent up into the air and
slammed him home for a combi-
nation take-down and near-fall.
"Ian was a purple-belt in judo in
high school," noted assistant
coach Nick Martin.
By the beginning of the second
period, Brodie held a 7-0 lead. All
of a sudden, MIT's Mark Myers
came to life and drew within one
Ken Abere had 25 points in the win over Coast Guard.
point, 10-9, at the end of the sec-
ond period. Myers, however, had
a cronic knee injury flare up in
the waning moments of that sec-
ond round. Myers'waited the al-
lotted two-minute injury time
before defaulting the match.
"God, I'm glad he defaulted. I
thought I had blown it," said an
exhausted Brodie after the match.
In the 167-pound class, Ted
Moise fared little better than the
rest of his. teammates as he was
pinned in the second period.
It was not Joe Adams night as
he.dropped an'11-0 decision to
one of last year's New England
Prep school champions. Adam
started out slow as usual and fell
behind 9-0. His only chance was a
pin which he came close to achiev-
ing at one point.
On the whole, this was a night
better forgotten in the annals of
Trinity wrestling. As the team
headed for the locker room, one
member of the squad was heard
to say, "Come on gentlemen, let's
hit the showers and wash this crap
off us."
Women's
Swimming
Rolls Past
Wesleyan
by Thomas Swicrs
Sports Staff Writer
The Trinity women's swim team
crushed Wesleyan last Wednesday
by a score of 59-27. The domina-
tion by the Trinity women was
complete as.they took first place
in eight of ten events,
The meet began well with Dea
Fredrick, Debbie Cronin, Lulu
Cass, and Karen Hubbard finish-
ing first with a twelve second lead
in the 400 medley relay. In the 200
freestyle, Barbie Brennan barely
beat out Wesleyan's Rosenblatt to
take first by 3/10 of a second but
in the 50 freestyle Kathy. Graham
and Hubbard easily took first and
second place to establish Trinity's
permanent lead.
At the end of five events the
score was 31-12. Wesleyan finally
took a first place spot in the 100
freestyle with their swimmer, Ro-
senblatt, but Graham and Hub-
bard followed to take second and
third place, stopping any Wes-
leyan hopes of gaining ground.
In the two following events
Trinity went one-two with Fred-
rick and Cary Lyford in the 100
back and Brennan and Cass in the
500 freestyle. The score was 51-19
and Wesleyan had no way to win
even if they took first in the last
two events, but even "this was not
to be. ' ; - •::
In the 100 breaststroke Coach
Chet McPhee committed two vet-
erans, Couch and Cronin, who
took first and second against no
real competition. For the final
event, the 400 freestyle relay,
Wesleyan was able to take first,
because McPhee decided to make
his best relay team unofficial. The
unofficial team did compete and
did come in first but did not
count.
The women will head for SCSU
on February 4th in an effort to lip '
the win streak to 17.
! J ! 1 : : ; r ) > i .
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Men's Basketball Survives Tufts' Rally
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor
Early in Saturday night's s bas-
ketball game between Tufts and
Trinity the referees had a hand on
the contest. By the end they had
twisted it beyond recognition.
Nevertheless, the Bantams sur-
vived their trip to Medford, Mass,
and came home with a 85-77 win
to raise their.record to 12-0.
Over the final nine minutes, the
Bantams tried to protect a lead
that reached 11 points on two oc-
casions. They were both helped
and hindered by a series of strange
calls from the two referees.
—Tom King picked up his fourth
foul with 49:40 left in the game
and after sitting out the next 13
minutes, fouled out of the game
while battling for a rebound with
Tufts center Ben Alexander.
-With 8:47 remaining, Alex-
ander hit and short jumper to cut
the Trin lead to nine. As everyone
else headed down court, Bill Pfohl
lay under the basket. Trinity coach
Stan Ogrodnik received a techni-
cal for protesting. Matt Lewis hit
both free throws and Tufts had a
chance to run off six straight
points without Trinity touching
the ball.
--In the final two minutes Ken
Men's Squash Bags
Yale At New Haven
by Tom Price
Senior Sports Writer
The Trinity men's squash team
won their most important match
of the year last Wednesday in New
Haven where they toppled Yale 6-
3, the second time in their history
that Trinity has beaten the Elis.
The victory set up a confrontation
with Williams on February 8 for
the country's.number three rank-
ing.
Though the Bantams lost to the
Bulldogs last year 5-4, they en-
tered New Haven confident that
they would not have much trouble
avenging last year's defeat. But
playing in front of a large and
vocal home crowd, the Boola-
Boolas gave Trinity their money's
worth, coming within two matches
of a repeat performance of last
year's thriller.
Junior Doug Burbank still was
very pleased with the way the
match went.
"We all played very well for the
most part. Had we played Yale at
home, we probably would have
beaten them worse. But playing at
their home courts we were not
surprised to lose a few matches.
We. definitely thought we would
win. It was just a question of by
how much."
Again in the number one spot
for Trinity was Bill Doyle who lost
a tough match to an equally tough
opponent. But Doyle's 3-1 loss
was overshadowed by number two
Mike Georgy's blasting of his op-
ponent 3-0.
Number three J.D. Cregan also
won 3-1 and playing very well at
number four, Bill Villari, who has
been moving up the ladder all sea-
son, claimed a 3-2 victory. Per-
haps the closest match occured in
the sixth position where sopho-
more Jerome Kapelus emerged on
the wrong side of a 3-2 decision.
Maybe the biggest reason for
the Trinity victory was the effort
and play of the bottom three play-
ers on the Bants ladder. Andrew
Emery, Paul Stauffer, and John
ConwaV all tilayea^eil'and' drnne
away with relatively easy victo-
ries. The only other Bantam to
lose was number four Burbank, 3-
1. •
The Bants also hosted a round
robin tournament against Bow-
doin, Colby, and Wesleyan last
weekend. Trinity won all matches
9-0 and that is enough said.
But enough cannot be said for
the upcoming match against Wil-
liams. In the words of Doyle, "it
is going to be a war." The Eph-
rrien beat Yale 8-1 at home earlier
in the year, but Trinity figures to
- maintain a slight advantage by
playing on their home courts.
The Chickens against the (Pur-
ple) Cows—lots of fun down on
the farm.
UConn Overcomes
Hockey In Third
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Writer
The Streak ended Saturday
night. No, I'm not refering to
Wayne Gretzky's consecutive
game-scoring streak; Trinity's
varsity hockey team, which had
not lost in its last four games had
its luck broken by UConn 7-4 at
Kings wood-Oxford rink.
The Bants, who were 4-1-1 over
their last six games, met their
match against Division IPs
UConn, dropping their overall re-
cord to 7-5-1 and 5-2-1 in the
ECAC Division III standings.
Nevertheless, the hard-fought
loss doesn't detract from the way
the Bants have played of late. The
Bantams have taken great strides
since the last week in November,
are executing more as a team, and
are playing a pesky brand of
hockey.
"We're playing together and
that's why we've been winning,"
said Bantam head coach John
Dunham, "There's a big concern
for the team instead of the indi-
vidual. Earlier in the season, play-
ers complained about being
singled out for penalties. Now
they're concerned how it effects
the team."
Although UConn's record sat
at only 8-11 overall before the
game, it was fresh off wins over
Holy Cross and AIC and had lost
a lot of close games. "They're a
solid team that should be around
.500," remarked Dunham.
"They're quicker off the puck
than us and their skill level is a
little higher than ours. They really
put the pressure on."
Especially in the third period,
coach. Thanks in large part to the
outstanding goaltending of Art
Fitzgerald, a freshman, the Bants
had a 3-3 tie going into the third
period. But the Huskies scored
two goals within one minute and
notched tvvo empty-netters to seal
continued on page 14
Abere and Jim Bates were whis-
tled for questionable offensive
fouls, giving Tufts an opportunity
to tie the score.
--Finally, after another scram-
ble for a rebound with seven sec-
onds left, a Tufts player was
whistled for a foul and than a
technical to account for the de-
ceptively wide margin of Trinity's
victory.
"Sometimes it seemed that one
person was calling completely
against us and the other seemed
to make a make-up call once and
a while," said Ogrodnik. "We
knew it couldn't come down to
two points at the very end because
we certainly weren't going to get
any kind of call."
It didn't come down to two
points at the very end, but Tufts
had a shot to tie with two minutes
left and drew with one point, 78-
77, with 33 seconds remaining on
a short jumper by Alexander.
With 29 seconds remaining
Carry Sullivan was fouled and hit
both free throws to put Trin up
by three. Tufts turned the ball
over with 26 second to go and Sul-
livan tipped in a Bates miss 13
seconds later to seal the win for
Trinity.
The first half was played at a
frantic pace with Trinity taking 38
of its 59 shots in the first twenty
minutes. "That was probably the
toughest game I ever played in,"
commented Bates. "I t wasn't
physical as far as contact goes,
but as far as sapping your energy,
it was the toughest."
The Bantams elected to slow the
pace of the game in the second
half and the tactic worked as
Trinity moved to an 11 point lead
on a three point play by Pfohl
with 9:02 to go. Moments later,
Pfohl was on the court stunned
(he returned moments later) and
Tufts was in the game to stay.
continued on page 12
Tom King goes up for a shot in Thursday's win over Coast Guard, photo by John Shiftman
Men's Swimming Splits Meets
by Thomas Swiers
Sports Staff Writer
The men's swim team split their
meets last week.
Last Monday afternoon the
men's swim team trekked up to
Schenectady and finally hit the
win column against old rival
'Union College. The Trinmen al-
ways find Union a difficult op-
ponent, having defeated the
Dutchmen twice in the last three
meetings by a single point. This
year was no exception. Trinity
emerged with a 53-41 victory but
had to win the final freestyle relay
to secure it. .
Springing upsets in the opening
400 medley relay- and the-200
freestyle, traditional Trinity prop-
erty, Union led after three events
15-9. One of the pivotal races oc-
curred next, when Union ace Kyle
Cotugno faced Trin's Chip Lake
in the 50 free. Lake prevailed in a
furious contest, and the Ducks be-
gan to come back. Jim Loughlin
and Rex Dyer followed with a
sweep in the 200 individual med-
ley, but Union countered by plac-
ing one-two in the 200 butterfly.
The 100 freestyle belonged to Trin
as Lake again flashed to a win
with freshman Howie Young
posting a strong second.
Union's Crosley, in his third
winning swim, shocked Trinity by
touching out Dyer in the 200 back
to close the score tp 35-34. Lough-
lin and Bobby Anderson relieved
the tension somewhat with a one-
two finish in the 500 free, but
Union's Chabot edged Dave Mug-
ford in a 200 breaststroke duel to
bring the score to 46-41, and set
the stage for the deciding 400 free,
relay.
Tim Raftis, Tim Anderson,
Young, and Lake administered the
coup-de-grace to ' upstart the
Dutchmen, and Trinity celebrated
its initial win of the season.
Wednesday was a different
story as Wesleyan defeated the
Bantams 52-43 in a meet that
showed Trinity's main weakness.
The Trinity men were able to take
continued on page 14
